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Stay ahead of the pack with either full blown simultaneuos 5 axis or 5 axis via 4+1.

Many companies don’t actually use 5 axis simultaneous, the complexity means CAD/CAM is essential to write and
develop these complex components, but multi-face machining can save hours of time even on simple jobs that are
currently done on a 3 axis VMC, to machine 6 sides of a dice requires 6 set ups on a VMC and 2 on a Multi-face machine.
n Siemens 840DSL ShopMill (iTNC 640 HSCI Heidenhain optional). UMC-5X only.
n Front loading 600mm diameter trunnion rotary table 90 rpm.
n High accuracy rotary axis direct drive high torque motor 90 rpm no worm and wheel.
n Tilting axis servo worm drive with brake +/- 120° (2.5 sec full rotation, torque motor optional).
n Maximum table load of 600 kg.
n Traori / Kinematic functions for 5 axis simultaneous machining. UMC-5X only.
n 12,000 / 15,000 rpm in-line spindle or high speed 18,000 / 24,000 rpm motorised built-in spindle.
n High pressure through spindle coolant system.

All XYZ CNC machine tools come with free training, full 12 month warranty,
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To learn more please call 01823 674200
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n Side-mounted 24, 30, 48 or 60 tools ATC for quick tool changing.
n Linear scales X Y and Z (optional on XYZ UMC 4+1).

.

n High precision encoders on A and C axis pivot centres.
n Thermal growth compensation.

Call today
for the full
technical
12 page
brochure.

n Gantry frame machine.
n Over 200 installed in Europe.
n Comes with fully dedicated 5 axis
XYZ Service, Programming
and Sales Engineers.

.
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How many set-ups does it take
to produce a dice on a VMC ?
On a normal VMC:
XYZ UMC-5X:
XYZ UMC-5X + XYZ 2-OP:

extended warranties available, free programming helplines, nationwide service engineers.
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sales@xyzmachinetools.com
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Push, pull, action
I started to write this just as the Extinction Rebellion main event in
London leading up to, across and after Easter weekend was winding
down. The environment, specifically global warming, is hitting the
headlines. Much touted is the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) report (https://is.gd/enuneh) that says we have 12
years before triggering an irreversible slide into climate chaos –
that’s 12 years from 2018 to avoid going above +1.5 °C warming. And in early May,
the Committee on Climate Change said the UK should legislate for and reach net-zero
emissions by 2050 – government is yet to respond.
Below the major headlines, various environmental groups or lobbying organisations
are highlighting this or that environment-related petition for signature. Plastic coffee
cups and beer can plastic yokes are recent targets, with Sir David Attenborough having
raised the global plastic waste issue mightily last year (see Machinery, December
2018, p7). Consumers are being variously prodded to make different choices.
This push for political action and the pull of consumer habits, views or choices that it
spawns can already be seen in resulting action, both in moves made by consumer
goods’ suppliers and the companies that develop production technology.
Carlsberg has gone for recyclable glue (recycled along with the can) to replace plastic
yokes. This uses German firm KHS Group’s Nature MultiPack system that we
highlighted in our December 2018 article. Elsewhere, US start-up E6PR (edible six-pack
ring – https://is.gd/rujebi) got going in 2017. In the UK (Scotland), Rapscallion Soda,
Kirkliston, is a user, if you’re interested.
Just recently, Machinery has received more evidence of change. FIP (Forum
International Plasturgie), the leading trade show for plastics composites and rubber
organised every third year in France, is switching to a new name (but same acronym),
France Innovation Plasturgie, “to federate the entire ecosystem of the plastics industry”
to show one that is “more and more sustainable”. It will bring three shows together, FIP
– France Innovation Plasturgie (raw materials, processing equipment), FIP Transform
(plastics processors) and FIP Valorize (circular economy).
Moving to manufacturers of production technology and an industrial group has been
formed to supply equipment for producing plastics made from biodegradeable polylactic
acid. The group brings together Sulzer, Futerro and TechnipFMC in the PLAnet
partnership. Sulzer already cites a success on the coffee-making front. It developed a
large plant able to produce 75,000 tons of PLA plastics/year for a range of
applications, including heat-resistant PLA composites for use in coffee pods.
Small as these moves might be when viewed against that opening IPPC report
statement, it is helpful to know that push and pull are driving action. ■
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News round-up

Sandvik 3D-prints diamond composite

German sawing machine and
storage system manufacturer Kasto
Maschinenbau, which has its UK
subsidiary in Milton Keynes, is
celebrating 175 years of trading.
https://is.gd/anapax

Sandvik Additive Manufacturing
has created the first ever
3D-printed diamond composite for
a wide range of industrial uses. The
newly-developed process means
that this super-hard material can
now be 3D-printed in highly
complex shapes, without the need
for further machining.
Although a composite, most of
Sandvik’s material is diamond. To
make it printable and dense it
needs to be cemented in a very
hard matrix material, keeping the
most important physical properties
of pure diamond.
“Historically, 3D printing in
diamond was something that none
of us imagined was achievable,”
explains Anders Ohlsson, delivery
manager at Sandvik Additive
Manufacturing. “Even now we are
just starting to grasp the
possibilities and applications that
this breakthrough could have.
“On seeing its potential, we

Walter AG, a provider of specialised
machining solutions, has celebrated
the centenary of its foundation with
guests from the worlds of business
and politics in attendance.
https://is.gd/arinax

Open Mind Technologies AG is
celebrating its 25th anniversary. The
hyperMILL CADCAM suite has seen
the firm become one of the world’s
leading providers in the market.
https://is.gd/umavaz

Lantek has exceeded the figure of
22,000 companies using its
software licences and/or services,
spread over more than 100 different
countries on five continents.

began to wonder what else would
be possible from 3D printing
complex shapes in a material that
is three times stiffer than steel, with
heat conductivity higher than
copper, thermal expansion close to
Invar and density close to
aluminium,” he adds. “These
benefits make us believe that you
will see this diamond composite in
new industrial applications, ranging
from wear parts to space
programmes, in just a few years

from now.”
Mikael Schuisky, head of R&D
and operations, says: “The additive
manufacturing process used is
highly advanced. We are printing in
a slurry consisting of diamond
powder and polymer using
stereolithography.”
The step after 3D printing is
more demanding. Sandvik has
developed a proprietary postprocessing method that realises
the necessary properties.

https://is.gd/oseyis

Materialise and HP are expanding
their work to pave the way towards
industrial-scale 3D printing. This
includes the integration of
Materialise’s software with HP’s Jet
Fusion 3D printing solutions, and an
important certification validating the
HP Jet Fusion 580/380 solutions as
fully compatible with Materialise
‘Mimics in Print’ software for use in
the medical sector.
https://is.gd/loreca

UK installations of industrial
robots fell by 3% to 2,306 units in
2018. In the previous year, robot

sales in the UK had risen by 31%.
The European Union’s recent sales
numbers are still positive, up 12%,
according to the preliminary results
of the World Robotics Report 2019,
published by the International
Federation of Robotics (IFR).
https://is.gd/josequ

XYZ Machine Tools has continued
its record-breaking run of year-end
results by posting an 11% increase
in turnover for 2018/19, taking it to
£33.9 million. The firm plans this
year to open a new north of England
showroom. https://is.gd/gifuqu

The University of Strathclyde’s Advanced Forming Research Centre
(AFRC) has integrated laser metal deposition (LMD) technology within a
CNC machining centre, creating a unique platform that is the first of its
kind in Scotland, and one of very few across the world. Providing an
affordable way for SMEs to embrace additive manufacturing, the LMD
hybrid platform demonstrates that those with existing CNC technologies
can retrofit their machinery to accommodate additive manufacturing at a
reduced cost, compared to off-the-shelf solutions. The machine was
integrated by Hybrid Manufacturing Technologies. https://is.gd/yonama
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Renishaw’s Equator gauging
system is to be controlled with
Wenzel’s WM Quartis metrology
software for programming and
evaluation purposes. The move
comes as part of a co-operation
deal between the two companies
and will be incorporated
into the Wenzel
product portfolio.
https://is.gd/
uyukos
Tom Bouchier,
managing
director of
FANUC UK,
shared plans for
the company’s
expansion during a visit
from West Midlands Mayor Andy
Street (pictured). Bouchier spoke
with the former John Lewis boss on
plans to expand the company’s
107,000 ft2 Ansty Park site in
Coventry by 25% over the coming
year. https://is.gd/kijizo

Mills CNC, the exclusive distributor
of Doosan machine tools in the UK
and Ireland, has recently supplied
Dyer Engineering, a precision
manufacturer located in the
northeast of England, with five
Doosan machine tools.
https://is.gd/senose
To accelerate and
expand its
development of
metalworking fluids,
Master Fluid
Solutions has
invested in a Makino
PS105 CNC vertical
machining centre with
through-spindle, high
pressure coolant and 30-tool
storage capacity.
https://is.gd/ugovep
Nine orders to the value of £2
million were placed at Citizen
Machinery UK’s first Open House at
its new Midlands ‘turning centre of
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Quickgrind will open its ‘Technical
Centre of Infinite Possibilities’ at its
Tewkesbury headquarters this
summer. It will stage customer
training, demonstrations, technical
seminars, events and much more.
https://is.gd/agifej

excellence’ in Brierley Hill (above).
The company reports that the order
total is likely to double in the
immediate aftermath of the event.
Attendance over the three days
exceeded 300, a record number.
https://is.gd/bucevo

Metal stamping company
Brandauer has secured a £1.5
million boost in export orders,
winning work from the Netherlands,
the United States and, for the first
time, Israel. The work has helped
the family-owned business increase
sales to £9.2 million and
underpinned winning a Queen’s
Award for Enterprise (International
Trade) – it is one of only 16
companies in the West Midlands to
receive the accolade.

On 18 July Schunk will be hosting
a customer innovation day in
collaboration with cutting-tool
specialist Walter GB at the
Knowledge Transfer Centre (KTC) in
Sheffield. https://is.gd/topijo

Sandvik Coromant’s lightweight CoroMill
390 has a cutter body produced using
additive manufacturing (AM). The lighter
tool helps to minimise vibration and
improve security in long-overhang setups. https://is.gd/ejocan

Entry-level now complete
The Swiss DT13 and Swiss DT26 turning
machines complete Tornos’ entry-level portfolio of turning machines.

High power Amada fibre laser
Amada’s ENSIS-AJ 6 and 9 kW fibre laser profiling machines are aimed at any
manufacturer needing fast piercing and cutting across a range of materials.

https://is.gd/iwuguz

https://is.gd/amagif

Cutting tool specialist MMC
Hardmetal, the UK sales company
of Mitsubishi Materials, has
appointed Alex Saboulis as its new
UK sales manager. He was
previously northern region manager.

Edgecam 5-axis tilt plus barrel cutter additions

https://is.gd/gipaga

The introduction of a specific 5-axis ‘Tilt’ control strategy, combined with a barrel
cutter, is the most significant enhancement in the latest release (2020.0) of
Edgecam from Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence’s Production Software division.
https://is.gd/qefaco

Real-world cutting conditions software module from CGTech
To support the use of its physics-based Vericut Force optimisation module, CGTech
has developed a bespoke software package to help users calibrate the software. It
replicates real-world cutting conditions. https://is.gd/urovab

General-purpose rotary table has increased torque

Group Rhodes recently hosted Her
Majesty’s Lord Lieutenant for West
Yorkshire, Ed Anderson, and the
Mayor and Mayoress of Wakefield,
Cllr Stuart Heptinstall and Charlotte
Hepinstall, to showcase the
company’s investment in high
technology manufacturing.
https://is.gd/ubitaq

Master Abrasives is now supplying
the UK market with vibro-balancing
equipment manufactured by RK
Systems. https://is.gd/upojuh

Kitagawa (1st Machine Tool Accessories) has introduced the first in its MK series of
general-purpose rotary tables. The MK200 has a 200 mm diameter faceplate and
features increased holding torque, compared to the MR-series table that it
supersedes. https://is.gd/oqunus

Safe coolant tackles broad range of duties
Peter McCullough (above) has been
named as product manager –
Doosan Robotics, a newly-created
position within Mills CNC’s
Automation Division.
https://is.gd/upeluk

Filtermist, a specialist in industrial
air filtration and extraction, has
launched a £100,000 investment in
upskilling all of its staff across the
group that takes in sister companies
Multi-Fan Systems, Dustcheck and
DCS Group. It has committed to
giving every employee a minimum of
50 hours’ training every year.

Yamazaki Mazak’s
‘Manufacturing
Solutions NOW’
Open House will run
between 11-13
June at its
European
Technology Centre in
Worcester. It will
include 22 machines.

https://is.gd/ujuzop

https://is.gd/palage
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Lighter tool with AM

https://is.gd/ofuved

Ward CNC has strengthened its
service proposition and technical
capabilities with the launch of a
dedicated technical support team.

https://is.gd/otimaz
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Rhenus Lub’s TU 446 will benefit machine shops that frequently change process
and material. This water-miscible product carries no hazard symbols and offers
easy maintenance. https://is.gd/hoxiji

Bystronic 12 kW is 20% faster than 10 kW predecessor
Bystronic’s ByStar Fiber flat-bed laser cutter with a 12 kW source is on average
20% more productive than the 10 kW previous model when cutting with nitrogen as
the assist gas. https://is.gd/hayoje

Hypertherm ProNest 2019 update
Hypertherm’s minor version update to ProNest 2019, its nesting
software, contains features and enhancements to make users
more efficient and profitable. https://is.gd/obokiz

Creaform’s third-generation HandyScan
Creaform’s update to the HandyScan 3D – the HandyScan Black
(left) – is a third-generation version of the company’s patented
metrology-grade scanner. https://is.gd/icibon
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Team with the edge
Andrew Allcock explains the Ceratizit Group’s four cutting tool brands’ places in the
total offer that is now brought together under the umbrella of ‘Team Cutting Tools’.
He also has news of the “biggest turning tool innovation for 100 years”
Above: High
Dynamic Turning
employing
Ceratizit’s
FreeTurn tool.
Currently
demonstrated on
5-axis turning
centres having
B-axis, it’s a
global first to
allow the in-cut
alteration of
approach angle.
A full tooling
programme will be
launched at the
forthcoming EMO
show to be held in
Hanover in
September
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K readers will be familiar with the separate names
of cutting tool suppliers WNT, Ceratizit and Komet,
and, to a lesser extent, Klenk. Today they are now
all grouped as brands within the Luxembourgheadquartered Ceratizit Group, which in the UK is
fronted by Ceratizit UK & Ireland (https://is.gd/tovaso),
located in Sheffield where WNT has had its centre of
operations for many years. These four brands are unified
under the ‘Team Cutting Tools’ tag line. Going forward,
product types available within those brands will differ
from the previous offers associated with them (details,
box p12).
Incidentally, other brand ranges that have previously
been acquired by Ceratizit – Günther Wirth [GW],
Promax, Cobra Carbide and Becker – are not
individually visible as they are incorporated within
those four brands, mostly WNT.
For the UK and Ireland, personnel from the previous
operations of Komet (Steve Kirk), Ceratizit (Nathan
Paxton) and Klenk (Colin Sharples) now operate out of
Sheffield. Paxton heads up Industry Solutions as
business development manager, with Kirk and Sharples
leading on automotive and aerospace respectively.
Ceratizit UK & Ireland managing director Tony

Pennington additionally heads up the Klenk brand.
Industry Solutions typically serves larger companies
and applies all four brands as necessary, doing so
successfully already. It draws on other Ceratizit UK &
Ireland individuals as required, including those from
applications, area sales and senior management.
The Ceratizit UK & Ireland structure as regards field
applications engineers and sales engineers remains as
it was. Adrian Fitts heads up a team of 14 applications
engineers, plus a projects team that has one senior
engineer and two AMRC degree-level apprentice
applications engineers – this team is the company’s
short- to mid-term plan for in-house customer
programming support, among other things that include
Ceratizit’s ToolScope (box, p12) and Industry 4.0 topics.
Glenn Stanton leads a field sales force of 19, which
is separate to Industry Solutions’ personnel. Both
applications and sales work across all the four brands,
with factory support as necessary. (Some standard
product from the brands is also available via
distributors, incidentally.)
An XYZ Machine Tools (https://is.gd/kufaha)
demonstration facility remains part of the Sheffield
set-up and will support demonstration of all four tool
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brands. This activity is to be boosted with the addition
of 5-axis machining technology when Ceratizit UK &
Ireland moves to new, enlarged premises, expected to
occur around the middle of 2021, possibly on
Rotherham’s nearby Advanced Manufacturing Park,
close to some of Sheffield University’s Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre facilities.
Fundamentally, with these four brands together,
€1.2bn turnover Ceratizit has the most complete
cutting tool range, advises Claude Sun, managing
director, cutting tools Europe. “As Ceratizit, we have
everything in our portfolio; we have 100,000 products.
The WNT catalogue had 60,000, now we have more and
more, including special tools. We have the most
complete product portfolio globally; you can find
anything you want.”
In bringing this volume of product together under the
Ceratizit main banner, there are challenges, he admits.
The first is to get the four brands and their personnel,
who may have been competitors, working more closely
together – so there’s an internal element to the ‘Team
Cutting Tools’ tag line. A second challenge is avoiding
duplication in the portfolio, and the third is
communicating the new approach to its
customers. An example of the latter is the
naming last year of Hall 3 at the Stuttgart
fairground as the ‘Ceratizit Jacques
Lanners Hall’ – visible from the
nearby motorway, incidentally. This
was the first such initiative that set
out to underline and explain the
Ceratizit four-brand message.
Expect to see ‘Ceratizit’ displayed
more prominently from now on.
A common website/e-business
platform and catalogue (excluding
Klenk’s mostly special products, so
brand-specific catalogues will still have a
role) will be further steps to ease customer
access to the 100,000-product portfolio.
For standard product, those used to the established
WNT service and delivery promise – next day for orders
received in the UK by 6:30pm – nothing changes.
Indeed, an expanded warehouse/despatch operation is
being built adjacent to the existing facility in Kempten,
Bavaria, Germany. This will maximise automation,
increase SAP/warehouse software integration to offer
total visibility for the 300,000 storage bins holding
100,000 different items (currently there are 150,000
storage bins). To be operating in 2021, the pick-rate is
increased from the current 15,000 figure to 20,000/
day, with up to 10,000 parcels/day despatched
weighing up to a total of 40 tonnes – current figures
are 4,500 parcels and 20 tonnes. Targets are 99% ontime delivery and zero defects. Expansion is planned
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for from the outset with this new operation, too.
As for special tools, in the case of Komet, a quote
within three days and delivery within two-three weeks is
being promised, for example.
While there a number of recent innovative products
highlighted by the company (box, p12), billed as a
breakthrough development is the High Dynamic Turning
(HDT) process and Ceratizit’s associated FreeTurn tool
system (top, p10). The biggest turning tool
development in 100 years, the company claims. This
combines the capabilities of 5-axis turning centres
having X, Y, Z, B and C axes and currently Siemens
840D, Mazatrol or FANUC CNC, a new tool body/insert
system and special CAM-generated toolpaths (although
systems are still under development – Siemens NX,
Esprit, Open Mind). Machining centre makers Hermle
and Grob are also interested in this technology,
incidentally, although the system has not yet been
tested on machining centres, but it is stated as
theoretically possible.
The new toolholder locates in a turning centre’s
B-axis (currently HSK-T 63 or Capto C6), which must be
driven and so rotationally positionable since it indexes
the tool body to present the varying number of
cutting edges and edge geometries of the
inserts. The system is described as
open for others to employ, but there
is patent protection on inserts
having two or more different
cutting edge geometries; threeedge inserts are currently most
demonstrated.

Below/inset:
Komet products
are employing
Renishaw additive
manufacturing
technology to
produce various
novel cutter
bodies
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Above: Tools rush
past at the
current Kempten
despatch facility.
A new one is
being built
adjacent to
support
Ceratizit’s
expanding
product range
and sales

Cutting forces are directed along the centre of the
B-axis, so there is no bending moment. Rotation of the
tool body allows in-process/in-cut approach angle
change – a global first. This affects cutting conditions,
chip shape/length and allows for turning up to vertical
shoulders or close to a chuck, all with a single cutting
edge (videos: https://is.gd/fevewe and https://is.gd/
kiseyi). Both turning toward and away from the chuck, as
well as above and below the part, are possible.
A standard tool programme will be launched at the
forthcoming EMO show in Hanover in September.
First user is Spain’s prestige bicycle parts maker
Rotor, which is experimenting with the system.
A related demonstration of FreeTurn involves the
production of a Rotor AlCuMgPb ‘Rvolver’ wheel hub.
FreeTurn reduced tool/cutting edge requirement by half
and slashed cycle time by 27%, with this achieved on a
10-year-old Emco Hyperturn turning centre (manuallycreated NC program).
In a separate chess piece demonstration example,

five tools and their inserts became one FreeTurn tool
with a single insert having three edges, meaning no
toolchanges, 90% fewer tool places, 90% less noncutting travel and 40% higher feed rates (videos:
https://is.gd/vifisa and https://is.gd/uyutup).
And this is only the start; FreeTurn offers Ceratizit’s
R&D personnel “a new playground”, says Dr Uwe
Schleinkofer, head of R&D cutting tools at the company.
In framing the HDT/FreeTurn innovation in broader
terms, Claude Sun speaks of team effort again. “I don’t
see big gains in tooling alone, but in developments that
include tooling and machine programming. The tool
alone is not the new development. So, ToolScope, for
example, together with a cutting tool, plus a control
capability; this sort of coordination and partnership is
something new in our sector.”
Behind the company’s ‘Team Cutting Tools’ strategy
and product innovation is Ceratizit’s ambition to be the
number three carbide producer globally by 2022/23;
currently a top five position is claimed. ■

The four brands in brief
■ Although the youngest brand name, Ceratizit draws on 100
years of history (separately as Cerametal and Plansee Tizit;
merged 2002) and offers indexable insert tools, taking in turning
tools, EcoCut multi-function tools, parting and grooving tools, and
inserted carbide milling cutters. Ceratizit produces tungsten
carbide powder, inserts, rods and preforms at its Reutte, Austria
facility, where it also applies PVD and CVD coatings. Inserts and
rods support the other brands’ products’ production – all
indexable inserts will in future carry the Ceratizit brand. Floor area
for additional powder production capacity is already available in
Reutte. Toolscope software (video: https://is.gd/pixaju) from
Ceratizit boosts productivity, raises process security and reduces
costs in high volume applications through monitoring and
optimisation – there are some 1,000 installations. (Three Ceratizit
sites in Luxembourg produce powder, wear parts, products for
wood and stone working, inserts for the private label market and
silicon nitride products. In addition to that, fundamental research
is based in the headquarters in Mamer, Luxembourg. PCD/CBN
inserts are primarily produced at the previous Becker factory, a
brand that sits within WNT today, but with the new brand strategy
site production does not align with brand, meaning a site may
manufacture product for other brands).
■ 30-year-old WNT offers solid carbide and HSS tools, adapters
and solutions for workpiece clamping. Specifically: solid carbide
drills, tap and dies, thread milling cutters, thread turning tools,
miniature turning tools, high speed steel
milling cutters, solid carbide milling cutters,
adaptors plus toolholding and workholding
products. (WNT incorporates the previously
acquired brands of Günther Wirth [GW],
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Promax, Cobra Carbide and Becker.) One of WNT’s latest products
is the CircularLine CCR range of solid carbide trochoidal milling
cutters. Compared to traditional milling of a titanium TiAl6V4 grade
5 part, a 4 min 40 sec cycle time was halved (picture, below left;
left-hand side of part cut trochoidally, right-hand side traditonally).
■ 60-year-old Klenk, acquired in 2015, specialises in solid
carbide drilling (up to 25 mm diameter and 650 mm length) for
the aerospace industry, mostly special products. An example is its
one-shot drill for carbon composite/metal combination materials –
a single tool for drilling materials with different characteristics that
eliminates the need for lubrication during machining and reduces
disassembly and cleaning of parts before riveting.
■ 100-year-old Komet is an automotive-focused indexable
insert drilling, reaming, countersinking and boring specialist
(carbide, PCD cutting edges; PCD most prominent) that also
makes mechatronic tools. Komet’s Ruppmannstraße 32,
Stuttgart location is the former JEL site. JEL was
established in 1925, becoming part of Komet in 1999,
with Komet becoming part of Ceratizit in 2017. About
70% of products made at the site are tailor-made today.
3D printing is being used to create novel cutter bodies
(video: https://is.gd/rumode). An example is a cylinder
head water jacket drilling tool (above, right) that passes swarf
back into the cutter body, making sure that no chips are deposited
within the workpiece itself. Another example is the company’s HPC
PCD milling head that allows for more edges versus normal
manufacturing, meaning faster cutting. Finally, Komet’s Freemax
reamer offers easily exchangeable inserts, unlike any other system
on the market, it is claimed.
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The Doosan SMX 2600ST multi-tasking mill-turn machine.

It’s supplied with an OFF button but we doubt you’ll have cause
to use it!

Productivity, speed, accuracy, flexibility and process reliability.
There really is no end to what the new Doosan SMX 2600ST multi-tasking 10” chuck
mill-turn centre can do, or deliver.
With its additional lower turret, as well as its left and right spindles, B-axis and extended
Y-axis functionality, and multi-purpose milling capabilities - the SMX 2600ST provides
unsurpassed turning, milling, drilling and tapping performance.
Which is why, after you’ve invested in a SMX 2600ST, you’ll be using it all the time…
never turn it off…and wonder how you ever managed without it.
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Citizen Machinery UK's new 'turning
centre of excellence' at Hurst Business
Park in Brierley Hill, West Midlands.
The new 1,660 m2 building set on a 1.1
acre site boasts a 680 m2 showroom
and technical centre. Some 300 visitors
attended the three-day Open House event
last month, which also hosted a Made
in the Midlands networking meeting.
Further events are likely to take place
at the new location in future, with a
conference facility currently in build
▼

Statement facility

Last month saw the opening of Citizen Machinery UK’s new technical centre located in Hurst Business
Park in Brierley Hill, West Midlands. Andrew Allcock called by to have a look for himself

L

ocated close to the existing, and
retained, Citizen Machinery UK facility in
Brierley Hill, this new building acts as a
showroom, international conference area,
customer training school, applications
engineering department and administrative
offices.

The 1,660 m2 construction provides extra
space for preparing the increasing number of
high value, automated turnkey installations -–
machines complete with programs, tooling
and accessories – delivered to UK customers
(machines supplied to European markets
would be tooled up locally by the respective

This demonstration part,
held by applications engineer
Andrew Unsworth and made
on a twin-turret Miyano
ABX64, was programmed by
presales support engineer Chris
Downham. He downloaded
a freely available car model,
then processed it through
Autodesk's Fusion 360
software. Cycle time for the
demo part is two hours
▼
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dealer). OEMs, first-tier suppliers and
subcontractors require production solutions
to be delivered in weeks rather than months
to fulfil new business requirements. “Almost
all machines are brought into our facility
prepared for some sort of test cut or
modification; a few years ago it was the
reverse, so we need floor space to do that,”
says deputy managing director Darren
Wilkins. “Companies want to get into
production overnight, rather than engineer it
themselves, taking longer; the mentality has
changed. If companies are in production
within a couple of weeks of the machine
arriving, it has a seriously positive impact on
the business. We are almost promoting it
ourselves, because we focus on the business
case for investment.”
And customers even call on Citizen
Machinery UK (https://is.gd/silefi) again when
retooling, often using deferred training hours
that come with a new machine. “We will have
to manage this, otherwise we’ll end up with
an army of engineers satisfying other
people’s business needs,” says Wilkins,
adding that the company has been
advertising for application engineers for three
years, taking on several, and currently
requires two more.
The company’s headquarters remain in
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Bushey, Hertfordshire, where a similar range
provider (and also European and UK market
leaders for sliding-head machine). Across
of activities takes place. This location is also
Europe, deliveries of 1,260 machines were
a distribution hub for sales of machines in
recorded last calendar year, up
France, Spain, Portugal, Scandinavia, the
Middle East and Africa.
23%. In the UK and
Underlying the need for the new ‘Citizen
Ireland, growth was even
turning centre of excellence’ is the company’s higher, with deliveries of
success. Says Wilkins: “We have become a
164 machines made,
while Citizen Machinery UK
victim of our own success, which saw Citizen
grow to be market leader for sales of bar-fed
delivered 372 to all its
territories – the highest in
CNC lathes in the UK and Ireland in 2018.
Our sliding-head auto market share has
history, despite Italy now
increased, while we also had our best-ever
trading direct with Japan.
year for fixed-head machine [Miyano] sales.
Orders across all the UK
operation’s territories were
“It is a resounding endorsement of the
health of UK manufacturing and a sign of the
423 last year.
confidence that Citizen Japan has in the new
“If you are thinking of
investing in bar
UK management team that
turning technology, you
our head office has decided
to invest more than £3
should talk to us,” Wilkins
million in developing this
states, who further underlines
market further, despite the
the current success by saying
turmoil of Brexit.” The new
that the company is sitting on
technical centre has itself
a five-month order book – “we
boosted customer
haven’t caught up since
Four partner pods are
confidence, with this actually
MACH 2018”. (Worldwide,
available: Citizen Finance's
starting from the time it was
6,500 machines were
John Lane has taken one
announced, he further
delivered in 2018 by Citizen.)
explains.
Part of the UK sales success is linked to
Regarding Brexit, he says that his
Citizen's swarf-chipping Low Frequency
business forecast for this year couldn’t have
Vibration (LFV) technology, which continues
been more wrong; while the market is
to be a key differentiator and draw, with
relatively flat, this is “somewhere near a
almost all machines available with that
height that we have never seen before”.
capability delivered with it in the. A new
Figures from the Manufacturing Technologies
single-axis version of LFV is to be delivered
Association show Citizen Machinery UK to be
with FANUC-controlled units – the system is
the UK’s number one bar turning machine
currently 2-axis on Mitsubishi hardware. ■

Deputy managing director Darren Wilkins
holds a demonstration part made on a
three-turret Miyano ABX64. This part took
30 mins to make. The business case (inset)
shows a return of £129,900 if the machine
is run 10 hours a day; £223,650 for 15
hours; £317,400 for 20 hours

Demonstrated was
this simple, low-cost
billet loading system,
fitted to a Citizen Cincom
L20 LFV. Shown with a
hand-loaded magazine
(U60J), it could be fed
automatically. Such a
system can be
paid for through
material savings

▼

▼

This new D25-VIII LFV
boasts full 5-axis operation
with B-axis (right, partially
rotated and above the tool
slide) and also Citizen's LFV.
New also are the L32-XII LFV
(also with 5-axis capability
supported by B-axis), the
L32-X LFV, while a Miyano
BNA-42GTY LFV due to be
shown had already been
delivered. Further new
launches are promised
for the year, both Citizen
Cincom and Miyano

All images: Andrew Allcock
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Going out the door for delivery was this
HX400iG horizontal machining centre, one
of six machine sales already made as at
late April. A target of 20 machine sales has
been set for the year

Premium performance
Kitamura is far from a new name to the UK, but the brand has found
a new home, at Dugard Machine Tools. The marque’s established
credentials of precision and speed are already winning customers
over, both existing and new users, as Andrew Allcock heard

D

ugard Machine Tools (https://is.gd/
ixuhad) wanted to add a premium
Japanese machine tool brand to its
stable to extend its customer offer, says
managing director Eric Dugard (pictured,
right), and a meeting at Japan’s JIMTOF
manufacturing technology show last year
saw a deal with Kitamura sealed. Having had
a presence in the UK for many years, and
boasting 30,000 machines installed
worldwide, the brand has lost prominence in
recent times in this country, something the
new partnership aims to put right. And things
have got off to a good start.
West Sussex, Hove-based Dugard has
been offering the brand’s full range (see
box, p18) to the UK and Ireland since the
start of the year and, as at Machinery’s visit
in late April, six had been sold, all horizontal
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spindle machines – one, a Mycenter
HX400iG horizontal machining centre, was
on its way out the door on the day of the
visit (above). The other machines sold
take in two HX250iG units, two
HX300iG models and one HX630G.
Four machines have gone to
existing Kitamura users (there are
at least 100 such users and
between 400-500 machines in
the UK, it is estimated) and two to
first-time customers. Those last two
were won against well-known
Japanese brands, but Kitamura
triumphed, based on accuracy and on other
specification elements, like speed and so
cycle time, Eric Dugard reports.
“We expect that 80% of sales will be for
horizontal spindle models,” he says,

@MachineryTweets June 2019

although adds that in Europe verticals are in
favour, with a box-guideway construction and
multi-step geared spindle motor (see later)
supporting the successful cutting on the
same machine of both challenging materials
and aluminium. There is UK interest already,
based on that capability, he reveals. And
there is also UK 5-axis model interest, with
customers already eyeing the Supercell
range (p18). A figure of 20 machine sales
this year is the target, and the
early success and interest
augers well. The Kitamura
offer is allowing Dugard
both to access a new
customer base and
support existing
customers’ higher spec
needs, Eric Dugard explains.
Product sales manager Colin
Thomson is leading on Kitamura,
supported by new addition Mark Freeman on
pre-sales support; he is an experienced
machinist and tooling engineer.
Two stock machines will arrive soon, a
Mycenter HX500iG and an HX250iG;
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All images: Andrew Allcock

the company will draw on European stock,
20-30 are held in Hamburg, Germany. A new
Kitamura Tech Centre is to open in Prague,
Czech Republic, with spares to be located
there, moving from Dusseldorf, Germany,
where they had been held. Next-day supply
of spares to the UK has already been
successfully tested for a spindle unit.

ESTABLISHED PEDIGREE

Supplying as standard technology that competitors charge extra for, is the claim. This
swarf unit additionally passes coolant through a 100 micron filter, depositing material
into the swarf bin along with the usual swarf

The Kitamura brand is long well known for its
high speed, high accuracy credentials. For
example, the company claims that its 60 m/
min rapid feedrate is the world’s fastest for
box-guideway machines, a design feature
that predominates across the machine
range, although some smaller machines do
use linear guideways. On accuracy, a figure
of 2 microns is claimed across total axis
travel, not just the 300 mm that the JIS
standard calls for, with repeatability of
1 micron. And accuracy on circular cuts is to
within 3 micron.
Machine design features that support this
include: Kitamura’s TGA (True Geometric
Accuracy) approach, incorporating handscraped mating surfaces in the areas of
mounting surfaces for box/linear guideways
and spindle housings that underpins the
company’s promise that none of its
machines employ electronic compensation

Kitamura model range in brief
Horizontals – 13 4-axis models. Seven in the HXG range,
from the 254 by 254 mm pallet, 305 by 305 by 330 mm travel
Mycenter HXG250iG to the 800 by 800 mm pallet 1,550 by
1,350 by 1,400 mm travel Mycenter HX800G. Six in the HX
range, from the 400 by 400 mm pallet, 735 by 610 by 610 mm
travel Mycenter-HX400iFTGA to the 1,250 by 1,250 mm pallet,
2,040 by 1,320 by 1,370 mm travel Mycenter-HX1250i. Models
iG feature an integral rotary table drive offering 300 rpm, with
turning capability an imminent addition.
Verticals – Nine 3-axis models. Five in the G series, from the
410 by 864 mm table, 760 by 455 by 460 mm travel Mycenter3XG Sparkchanger (180° pallet changer) to the 500 by 860 mm
table, 760 by 510 by 510 mm travel Mycenter-3020G. Four in the
X series, from the 522 by 1,100 mm table, 1,016 by 510 by
510 mm travel Mycenter-4XiF.
Bridge-type – six models. Five in the G series, from the 900 by
1,800 table, 1,530 by 1,095 by 710 mm travel Bridgecenter-6G.
One in the J series, the 780 by 1,200 mm, 815 by 745 by
500 mm travel Jigcenter-5.
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Five-axis horizontal – Nine models. Two in the Supercell series,
the 200 mm diameter pallet, 460 by 410 by 460 mm travel
Supercell-300G and the 350 mm diameter pallet, 510 by 510 by
510 mm travel Supercell-400G. These models feature circular
pallets with BT-style back ends, with a 20-station APC standard
and up to 80 (300G) or 120 (400G) optional.
Two XT series models, the 220 mm diameter rotary table, 300 by
500 mm table, 780 by 510 by 439 mm travel Mycenter-3XT
model and the 400 mm diameter table, 365 by 600 mm table,
800 by 610 by 510 mm travel Mycenter-4XT.
Four Mytrunnion models, from the 120 mm diameter rotary
table, 310 by 510 by 460 mm travel Mytrunnion-1 to the 1 m
diameter rotary table 1,190 by 1,335 by 765 mm travel
Mytrunnion-7G.
And finally, the 170 mm diameter rotary table, 254 by 330 by
330 mm travel MedCenter-5AX for small medical parts, micromachining and featuring a 30,000 rpm spindle as standard.
An optional 12-station 254 by 254 mm APC is available.
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to deliver squareness, parallelism and
perpendicularity; Japan-only sourced highest
grade meehanite cast iron, meaning
excellent damping and vibration absorption;
zero-overhang table design delivers peak
accuracy two-three times longer than those
with overhang; heavier overall machine
weight, compared to others; twin-ballscrew
axis drive; cooled ballscrews; multi-step,
gear-driven spindles – 20,000 rpm typically
standard on its 40 taper machines and
allowing both high speed and low-rev/hightorque cutting; 67 million pulse encoders;
linear scale position feedback; a Mitsubishibased CNC that offers a processing speed
up 16x greater than other CNCs at 4,500/
blocks per second, plus 2,700 block lookahead; and Intelligent Advanced Control
System that controls the effects of heat
displacement.
Kitamura was also a pioneer of the icondriven CNC interface with its Arumatik-Mi
that continues to this day – the system can
run FANUC code programs, too – one of

Dugard’s customers has already done just
that with a Kitamura FANUC machine (all are
Mitsubishi now), but FANUC programs from
other machines could be run, with a few
code tweaks, it is said.

ANECDOTALLY CONFIRMED STRENGTHS
Eric Dugard offers a couple of anecdotes to
underline the machines’ strengths. One of
its customers, the one taking the HX630G,
had previously bought a second-hand
Kitamura machine of 2008 vintage, then a
new machine of another brand three years
ago. “The Kitamura, which is double the
age, is outperforming the Korean machine in
terms of accuracy and reliability, so despite
the higher price tag, the company returned
to Kitamura,” the managing director reports,
adding: “The customer says that he never
has to think about accuracy with the
Kitamura; he just puts the job on. If there
are any issues, they just look at tooling and
fixturing, even on the older Kitamura. That’s
not the case with the other machine.”

And confirming the ‘no electronic
compensation’ promise, Eric Dugard says
that this was confirmed during a recent
installation. “When our guys were installing
the machine, they looked into the parameter
files for compensation figures; they were all
zero. And when they checked all the
alignments, they were perfect. They found
that quite astounding. With most other
machines, you can see the corrections that
have been put in following laser calibration
to make the alignments right. The Kitamura
was bang on.”
Performance is not in doubt, but if you
thought that means a high price tag, that
isn’t so, not when comparing like-for-like
features versus competitors, he underlines.
Kitamura includes things as standard that
others offer as options. One example is the
swarf conveyor system on that outgoing
Mycenter HX400iG mentioned above; as
standard it runs coolant through a 100
micron filter, with resulting material then
deposited into the swarf bin. ■

DUGARD Automation

Hanwha Collaborative Robot

HCR Series
Meet your new team member
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• Affordable automation up to
a third less than regular
industrial robots
• Robots that fully integrate
with your team
• Easy programming with hand
guided teach function
• Can be used in most cases
without guarding - fitted with
operator collision protection
• User friendly GUI
• 0.01mm positional accuracy
• Compact and light body
integrated actuators with
hollow shaft on each joint
• Easy Connection - standard
industrial attachment fittings
and interface protocols, DIO or
Ether CAT port to directly
connect with accessories
• Use anywhere - small footprint
and flexible mounting options
means there’s no need to alter
product layout
• Cleanroom class ISO 2

sales@dugard.com
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YES...HWACHEON
HAVE IT!
A complete range of high specification
vertical, horizontal and double column
machining centres.
Over 35 years in the UK!

H6
High Precision,
High Torque
Horizontal
Machining
Centres

Vesta 1000
High Speed
Vertical

D2
5 Axis Universal
Machining
Centres

when you want it, we have it
Ward Hi-Tech Limited

1 Atlas Way Sheffield S4 7QQ South Yorkshire
Tel: 0114 2560333 Fax: 0114 2561629 Email: sales@wardhitech.co.uk
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SUPPLY SIDE COLCHESTER, HARRISON & CLAUSING

The European Technology
Centre on the Lowfields,
Business Park, Elland, West
Yorkshire. Inset: Colchester
manual machines being
assembled. There will be
around 120 stock machines
of all types held on site

Bright new
home & image
T

he new 57,000 ft2 site houses office,
warehouse, production and showroom
main areas. Some £5m of spares are
held on site, supporting machines up to 30
years old – the latter speaking to the
longevity of the company’s machines, it is
stressed. Manual, combined manual/CNC
Harrison and CNC Colchester lathes –
“designed and engineered in the UK”,
emphasises sales director Paul Rushworth –
are brought in from Taiwan, with final fitting
(control/DRO, turret, workholding)
undertaken on site, followed by a full running
test and PDI. A toolroom supports any
special requirements, which are designed
and engineered on site as required by the
resident mechanical and electrical design
engineers.
All machines for UK or export pass
through here (with the exception of those for
Australia and US markets) some 350-400
per year, about a 50-50 split between home
and export. There will typically be a
stockholding of 120 machines of all types
on site. US-made Tykma Electrox laser

www.machinery.co.uk
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markers also pass through the facility, with
a service and repair capability also located
here. 600 Group headquarters is placed at
the new 56-employee location, too.
Rushworth emphasises the solutions
and partnership approach element of the
technology centre as central, with this
underlined in the showroom by tooling and
CADCAM system partners’ presence –
Dormer Pramet (https://is.gd/moduso) and
), and by
Tech CADCAM (https://is.gd/qexuxu),
the Colchester Typhoon/RoboJob
(Hydrafeed, https://is.gd/ocihol) autoloading
set-up (p24) and a Colchester Triumph/
Bosch Industry 4.0 display (p24).
Of the addition of machining centres to
the previously turning-focused firm’s
portfolio, this is in support of single-source
provision to its customers. The company is
not trying to fight it out in the entry-level area
of this fiercely contested technology area,
but offers well specified equipment. “Our
machining centres come with 24-position,
twin-arm toolchanger, BIG-Plus spindle
connection, swarf management of auger or

@MachineryTweets June 2019



Colchester Machine Tool Solutions’ new European Technology Centre
on the Lowfield’s Business Estate, Elland, West Yorkshire brings
a fresh new UK look to the home of the Colchester, Harrison and
Clausing brands. Andrew Allcock visited

Lathes from Taiwan, but designed
and engineered in the UK, undergo
final fitting and preparation. Here,
final assembly technician Steve Tait
is at work on a Harrison 1400XS.
Inset: 5S work practices have been
introduced, with each work area
having its own tool cabinet, for
example
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Storm vertical machining
centres complement the
company’s existing turning
range, supporting singlesource supply. Fighting it
out in the entry-level VMC
area is not the intention

 Gibbs CAM reseller Tech CADCAM
is a partner that has a permanent
presence at the technology centre,
here shown parked between two
Colchester Typhoon CNC lathes

This Harrison Alpha 1550XS is set
up with this large part to underline
its capacity credentials. The 1550XS
has a swing over bed of 554 mm and
centre distance of either 1 or 2 m.
There are six models in the Alpha
range, from the 1350 and 1760,
representing smallest and largest
respectively

chip conveyor, and prepared for both a
fourth axis and through-spindle coolant.
We will always have the machines at a high
specification level,” the sales director
underlines.
The technology centre is open five days a
week, with customers invited to call in.
There will always be conventional
(Colchester, Harrison, Clausing), manual/
cycle/CNC (Harrison Alpha) and production
machines (Typhoon 2- and 3-axis lathes,
Storm machining centres) available to view.
Laser markers have a presence, too.
Colchester Machine Tool Solutions is
already reaping the benefits of its new

24
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identity and solutions focus through a direct
sales force – sales in the UK last financial
year ending 31 March were up 30%, with
sales already up 11% this year.
“Manufacturing is strong at the moment,”
says Rushworth, who interestingly says of
UK conventional machine sales that most
are into industry, not education. Although,
on the latter, he notes that education
establishments that have bought cheap and
discovered that equipment’s limitations are
returning to high quality machinery – a recent
12-machine Colchester order for a technical
training college is instanced by him in that
regard. ■

All images: Andrew Allcock

 Industry 4.0 machine monitoring
in partnership with Bosch is shown
allied to this Colchester manual
lathe, although obviously available for
CNC machines, too. The system can
monitor OEE and also highlight the
cost of electricity, so allowing a true
part cost to be created. Preventative
maintenance is another benefit, either
with the customer or Colchester
Machine Tool Solutions being
prompted when data shows a need.
The Industry 4.0 package is offered at
£1,200/machine or it can be part of
a three- or five-year service package.
There’s an installation in Germany and
one at Sheffield University’s AMRC



 This Typhoon L65M, single turret,
driven tools and C-axis machine is an
example of the solutions approach
in partnership with, in this case,
Hydrafeed and its RoboJob system

 There will always be a Harrison XC
machine in the technology centre. The
3-axis capability on such a machine
offers one-hit machining and greater
flexibility than does a slantbed
machine. The turning of these chess
pieces is an example of its capability
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Horizontal and Vertical Machining Centres
Horizontal and Vertical Machining Centres

Superb quality and precision at affordable prices
The newest addition to the strong profile of machine tools
available quality
at Dugard.
Devoted toatproviding
the prices
highest
Superb
and precision
affordable
levels
of
quality
in
every
machine
they
produce,
Kitamura
The newest addition to the strong profile of machinedesign
tools
and build each
machine precisely,
fromtotheproviding
ground up,the
meaning
no
available
at Dugard.
Devoted
highest
shortcuts
in
design
and
manufacture
levels of quality in every machine they produce, Kitamura design
and build each machine precisely, from the ground up, meaning no
shortcuts
in design and
manufacture
• Stock machines
available
•
••
••
••
••
•
••

5 axis, horizontal and vertical models
Stock
machines
available
3 micron
standard
positioning accuracy
5
axis,
horizontal
and
vertical models
1.5 micron repeatability
3
micron standard
positioning
accuracy
250~1000mm
pallet
sizes
1.5
Highmicron
torquerepeatability
and high speed spindle
250~1000mm
pallet sizes
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High
andautomation
high speed spindle
Multi torque
pallet and
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• Multi pallet and automation options

The Kitamura horizontal and vertical machining centres are just part
and horizontal machining centres, lathes, borers, grinders and cobots.
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Kitamura
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machining
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part
can be
seen athorizontal
our head office
in Hove,
please callcentres
to arrange
a visit.
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INDUSTRY 4.0 A FACTORY OF THE FUTURE TODAY

Lars Matiasson, director
of production technology
tools at Sandvik Coromant
pictured at the Gimo plant.
The company is very happy
with its official World
Economic Forum accolade

Lighthouse plant
The Sandvik Coromant Gimo tool production plant in Sweden has been recognised by the World
Economic Forum as an advanced Industry 4.0 facility. Machinery reports

T

here’s a reassuring sense of calm and
order at the Sandvik Coromant
(https://is.gd/uyodup) tool production
plant at Gimo, some 55 miles north of
Stockholm.
Automatic guided vehicles glide
effortlessly around the factory floor,
delivering parts and materials on a just-intime basis. Meanwhile, an array of robotic
cells provides a low-level hum of industrious
efficiency. It’s a highly automated facility
that fully embraces the many benefits of
digitally-connected manufacturing.
The World Economic Forum recently
announced Gimo as one of its global
“lighthouse” sites, an accolade that
acknowledges the comprehensive
deployment of a wide range of Industry 4.0
technologies and use cases at scale. Each
lighthouse is selected from a survey of over
1,000 manufacturing units, based on their
success in adopting digital technologies and
demonstrating tangible benefits.
According to the World Economic Forum,
the Gimo facility has created a digital thread

www.machinery.co.uk
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through its production processes that has
significantly raised productivity. An example
is its ‘touchless changeover’ that allows new
parts to be introduced automatically, even
during unmanned shifts. Such best-in-class
advances means Gimo will now become part
of the global lighthouse network, opening its
doors and sharing knowledge with other
manufacturing businesses.
The award has been received with a real
sense of real pride at Gimo, says Lars
Matiasson, director of production technology
tools at Sandvik Coromant, particularly as it
recognises the culmination of long-standing
efforts to encourage innovation. “The journey
to digitalisation here at Gimo actually started
30 years ago with the implementation of
parametric CADCAM and then a few years
later we connected that to our smart
automation, thereby creating the first digital
thread in our production. It has been very
much an evolution, rather than a revolution.
“Now we see a digital thread running
through the plant, from inventory
management, all the way through to machine

@MachineryTweets June 2019

performance and predictive maintenance.
That spirit of innovation has always been a
top-down commitment. The directors and
managers at Gimo have always encouraged
the engineers to think differently and to drive
change. Ultimately, it has been about
looking at how technology can be used to
improve efficiency and increase competitiveness of the plant. That, in turn, has
helped deliver a sustainable future.”
Touchless changeover is a case in point.
Historically, new parts in production cells
had to be changed manually, with operators
from the day shifts preparing machines to
run through the night. This took time and
resources, and limited flexibility during
unmanned shifts. The alternative approach
was to invest in smart automation with ultraflexible robots, machines, tools and fixtures
that together were able to perform complex
touchless changeover without the need for
any human oversight.
“People talk about lean production
techniques such as single-minute exchange
of die, but we wanted to go further than that.
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Touchless, automated part
changeover has been achieved

We wanted zero labour set-up,” says
Matiasson. “It was a learning curve. The first
automated cell didn’t work as well as we’d
hoped. In fact, it was not even as efficient
as having one operator and one machine.
But that’s the thing about digitalisation –
you need to be able to fail in order to learn.
Gradually, we managed to make significant
improvements and the robotic cells started
to reach the kinds of efficiency we needed.
Trial and error are important parts of getting
better.”
Digital technologies are also being used
to deliver improvements in other areas at
Gimo, such as maintenance. Increasingly,
sensors are being fitted to a wide range of
equipment in the plant, collecting data
around a growing list of parameters such as
pressure, temperature, vibration and
acoustics. This data, combined with
sophisticated analytics, can reveal patterns
and problems before downtime occurs.
Engineers now collect data from across
the production facility – from the robots, the
CNC machines and even from the cutting
tools themselves. Once this data is
extracted and analysed, it can present
valuable insight into equipment health. That
information can in turn be used to predict
and prevent failure, and therefore improve
plant efficiency.
Increasingly, Sandvik Coromant is also
applying real-time analytics to the
production environment, enabling it to make
even more accurate and timely adjustments
to machines. “The stage after that will be
to introduce highly sophisticated techniques
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Robots are a central element of
production automation

such as artificial intelligence and machine
learning, where machines can learn from
historic data and have an element of selfcontrol. That’s a really exciting area.”
Despite these notable technical
advances, and the lighthouse recognition
from the Word Economic Forum, the journey
to digitalisation at Gimo never stops. But
concepts such as Industry 4.0 aren’t just
about technology, they are about people,
too. And any future initiatives, says
Matiasson, will only prove successful if
they have the buy-in of the entire team.
That means ensuring staff feel empowered
– rather than threatened – by the
introduction of new technology.

CHANGING SHOPFLOOR ROLES
“It has always been this way,” he says.
“When we introduced PCs out in the
workshop back in the early 1990s, some of
the workers were suspicious. They were
worried about getting the dreaded ‘blue
screen of death’ and production grinding to
a standstill. But times change and it has
been important to embrace new technology
and to continuously improve our ways of
working. The key for us is to listen and
communicate effectively, and to move forward as a team.”
One common concern often cited is that
the introduction of new technology will
inevitable replace traditional factory roles.
At Gimo, that hasn’t been the case.
Although increased automation has seen a
shift from the ratio of one operator to one
machine, to one operator running up to four

machines, changing working practices mean
staff have been deployed into other areas.
According to Matiasson, these new roles
require a new set of skills and are more
rewarding.
“Being an operator on the shopfloor at
Gimo these days is not the same as it was
in a traditional production environment. It’s
not about pushing buttons – it’s about
thinking of the future and helping to deliver
continuous improvements. There is more
variety to the role and, therefore, more
satisfaction.”
Indeed, there’s an undoubted feelgood
factor at the Gimo plant, created in no small
part by the World Economic Forum
announcement at the beginning of this year.
This tremendous sense of pride has been
replicated across the wider organisation,
with Sandvik Coromant as a company
delighted to be acknowledged as a global
leader in Industry 4.0.
“It’s not in the Swedish psyche to shout
from the rooftops,” says Matiasson. “But
there’s no doubt that the lighthouse award
has been brilliant for Gimo, as it shows we
can compete on a global stage. If you want
to be an engineer and work with new
technologies – this is the place to be.” ■
Sandvik Coromant will be one of several
companies that will have a presence at the
forthcoming CIS Productivity Proving Centre’s
‘Digital Technology Days’, to be held on
20 June in High Wycombe, Surrey. For more
information on the event and details about
other companies that will be there, visit:
https://is.gd/ixutem
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YES...HWACHEON
HAVE IT!
the new generation
THREADING TOOLS

A complete range of heavy duty flat bed
and oil country lathes with maximum
swing up to 2650mm and distance
between centres up to 1700mm.
Ideally suited to the oil & gas, marine,
aerospace, renewable energy and
mining industries.
Over 35 years in the UK!

Guhring has extended its extensive range of threading
products with the arrival of the new Pionex threading
line.
The new generation of machine taps reduce axial forces
and tor�ue b� up to ��� whilst improving surface �nish
and tool life.
The bene�ts of the Pionex range are�
 higher cutting speeds
 longer tool life
 fewer tool changes
 reduction of number of tools in operation
Find out more at www.guhring.co.uk
Guhring Ltd | Estone Drive, Aston, Birmingham, B6 6BQ
T +44 121 749 5544 | E info@guhring.co.uk
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Two views of a Swiss watch movement;
through the DRV and also a connected display

World-first viewing
Andrew Allcock attended the launch of Vision Engineering’s Deep Reality Viewer (DRV) technology,
a world-first development that delivers an unmatched digital stereo viewing experience

B

ased in Send, Surrey, Vision
Engineering is well known as the
developer, manufacturer and supplier
of optical inspection instruments capable of
stereo representation – the ability to convey
length, breadth and depth with true fidelity
and resolution. The company’s Mantis, Lynx
eyepiece-less microscopes and its SX and SX
Elite microscopes offer this. Such equipment
does not support precise dimensional
measurement capability, although does a
course one, rather it is more an aid to visual

inspection or to support manual interaction
with parts. The company does offer optical/
digital dimensional measurement equipment,
but this is two-dimensional in nature. DRV
combines the strengths of optical stereo
equipment with the bright display benefits of
digital equipment, bringing them together in
support of human-object interaction and
providing new capabilities in what is a worldfirst. Today’s DRV units do not offer
measurement, but that development is
envisaged. The first model to be launched is

Vision Engineering business notes
Vision Engineering’s products are employed in quality control or assembly of many
products where the consequences of failure or error are high, in sectors such as
electronics, jewellery, medical, aerospace and automotive. It produces some 750 units/
month, with its highest value unit being the £50k Hawk 3-axis non-contact measuring
system. Ninety percent-plus of its almost £32 million turnover is derived from exports,
but the company says its strategy is “to develop products having sufficient technology
and margins to make manufacturing in Western Europe and North America viable”.
Uppermost in the design of Vision Engineering’s products is ergonomics – the science
of making equipment fit the person and not vice versa. So, paying attention to eye and
physical fatigue, as well as allowing the use of eyewear as required by the individual.
Ease of use sits alongside and takes in: reducing intimidation and adoption barriers;
making products comfortable to use; the use of non-lingual controls; enhanced haptics
(user feedback); and deskilling complex technology.
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DRV-Z1 (Deep Reality Viewer Zoom model 1).
DRV brings together optics, video image
capture, latest digital display technology and
a specially-designed mirror to deliver its
immersive experience that offers even greater
viewing freedom than the company’s existing
products. In fact, it offers 20x the freedom
versus a conventional stereo eyepiece
microscope. In such a microscope, the
viewing freedom, and therefore comfort,
is limited by the size of the exit pupils of the
eyepieces; these are normally around 2 mm
diameter. The entry pupil of the user’s eye is
around 4 mm diameter, so, assuming the
user’s eyes are in exactly the correct axial
position and the eyetubes exactly match the
user’s eye centre distance, then they would
have around 1 mm radial freedom or 3 mm
axial freedom before parts of the image were
lost. With DRV, the exit pupils are
approximately 40 mm diameter, which
provides 22 mm radial freedom and 60 mm
of axial freedom. (Vision Engineering’s
eyepiece-less stereo microscope Lynx Evo
offers 10 mm side-to-side and 70 mm frontto-back head freedom, incidentally).
DRV’s capability is founded on globally
patented TriTeQ3 digital 3D display
technology, developed with the financial
support of government agency Innovate UK.
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 Vision Engineering managing director
Mark Curtis at the DRV using tweezers
to interact with this connector body,
as shown on the adjacent display

movement while the user’s focus is on the
magnified working area and soldering iron
tip, or a surgeon similarly moving
instruments under hand control while
concentrating on a magnified
working area and
associated instruments'
working ends.
So, DRV is Vision
Engineering’s VRcompetitor employing all
its established ergonomic
principles (box, p30), but
delivering an immersive, full
sensory stimulus, stereo viewing experience
offering “vivid depth perception”, as well as
allowing easy real-time interaction with
colleagues, near or far. Employing optical
capture or alternatively taking digital input
from multiple sources (microscopes,
cameras, CAD, MRI/CT scans, X-ray,
animations, movies, games and
architectural walk-throughs), it delivers,
“uniquely”, full high definition digital stereo
images to users – the increasing quality of
digital displays has been a necessary
precursor to this feat. Images can be
captured, saved and distributed, too.

Standing back from the DRV, you can
see the two large 'viewing columns' that
help support greater freedom of view

Finally, multiple DRV units can be connected
to allow multi-user viewing of the same thing.
Design and development director Graham
Mercer adds more detail to the reasoning
behind DRV’s development. With an eyepieceless stereo microscope like the company’s
Lynx Evo, there is 10x more freedom versus a
unit with an eyepiece, but, he says: “There is
a limit, as the more freedom you provide with
an optical product like that, the more light
you need to put on the subject, and in the life
sciences area that can be a problem when
dealing with live specimens.” For digital
products he says that freedom is greater but
reconfirms there is no stereo capability, while
underlining again the limits of VR and its
necessary associated wearable elements,
as well as the limited resolution offered by
those digital screens that do support 3D.
“The market likes the digital type of display,
but also likes stereo viewing, so how can we
bring those two together? That’s what DRV is
all about, offering an even greater degree of
viewing freedom than do our existing digital
products.” ■

The company's Hawk Duo is a 3-axis
non-contact measuring system that uses
advanced optics and a highly accurate
measuring stage to gauge components
▼

'

(Some 60% of Vision Engineering’s turnover
comes from patented technology, incidentally;
patentable technology is a core strategy.)
The first product to be launched using
TriTeQ3 display technology, DRV-Z1,
incorporates a zoom capability, one without
will follow. The DRV-Z1 is intended to support
quality control and production processes,
allowing operators to view magnified subjects
in 3D, in unprecedented detail and without
the need for additional viewing apparatus,
such as is required with virtual reality (VR).
DRV offers full, real-time transferability of
information to multi-site manufacturers, with
information available to all at the same time.
Those in the aerospace and automotive
sectors are among the target groups for the
technology.
What about alternative technologies such
as VR, though? Well, the company says that
manufacturing companies have tried to
exploit the potential offered to them by
consumer-driven technological trends in VR,
augmented reality and 3D polarised/shutter
glass viewing. But while there are benefits,
there are also substantial drawbacks,
in terms of sensory isolation,
disorientation and resolution.
And absence of sensory
isolation is another core
design philosophy at
Vision Engineering.
As managing director
Mark Curtis explains:
“There is a big buzz around
VR. People have tried to use it
outside of the entertainment industry, but
they are quickly finding out that there is an
issue around sensory isolation. We call it the
'gearstick effect'. So, you’re driving your car
and looking ahead at the road, you’re not
focusing on the steering wheel, gearstick,
pedals or the radio, but you see them, and
that’s necessary for you to drive safely. I can
change gear because I can see my hand
moving, although I am not focusing on it.
So, we maximise external stimulus, allowing
peripheral vision to pick up other activities
and minimise that sense of alienation that is
increasingly becoming part of the VR
phenomenon. We allow easy interaction with
multiple tools, permitting displacement of the
axis without any disorientation effect.”
Examples of this might be using a
soldering iron on a PCB that requires hand

All images: Andrew Allcock
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QUALITY & METROLOGY DIMENSIONAL CHECKS

Measured
progress
Artemis Intelligent
Power has opted for
Mitutoyo technology
to support new
product introduction

Mitutoyo CMM supports Artemis’ novel product manufacture; Aberlink provides shopfloor solution to
Leeds Bronze; Winbro Group says OGP equipment and partnership have been a game-changer; Alicona’s
optical-only μCMM; plus latest industry & product news

B

ased in Loanhead near Edinburgh,
Artemis Intelligent Power is the world
leader in Digital Displacement
hydraulics and has recently installed a
Mitutoyo CMM (https://is.gd/ibeliy) to
support its R&D and production efforts. The
need is for the company to be able to quickly
and accurately measure each iteration of
newly-designed or developed components.
The Artemis’ core technology – a flexible,
digitally-controlled hydraulic pump – can be
delivered as a ‘straight swap’ for
conventional hydraulic pumps or can be
integrated in new ways for applications that
include hydraulic transmission systems for
buses, or energy recovery and recycling for
trains. To help satisfy rising demand, work is
currently underway on a new multi-millionpound manufacturing facility alongside
Artemis’s existing HQ. High-tech digital
hydraulic pumps and motors for off-road
vehicles will be produced here.
Fergus McIntyre of Artemis Intelligent
Power explains what has driven the
installation of the 700 by 1,000 by 600 mm
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(X, Y, Z) capacity CNC Strato-Apex CMM from
Mitutoyo: “As a commercial ‘spin-off’ of
pioneering work performed at the University
of Edinburgh, Artemis Intelligent Power has
been involved in developing Digital
Displacement hydraulics for over a decade.
Based in our 3,000 m2 R&D facility, our
70-strong team works closely with Danfoss,
a major Tier 1 manufacturer of hydraulic
components, and many OEMs of
construction and material handling
equipment on collaborative projects.
“Our technology provides a dramatically
faster response, typically 10 times faster
than existing systems. Also, by replacing
conventional hydraulic pumps with one which
is controlled by computer, new possibilities
of system control, diagnostics and
automation are enabled.
“As we will soon be significantly ramping
up our production volumes, to ensure that
our quality department can keep pace with
our manufacturing output,
we recently searched for a precise, fast
operating CNC coordinate measuring
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machine. Although a couple of the machines
we looked at satisfied some of our criteria,
the only CMM that ‘ticked all of our boxes’
was the high accuracy CNC Strato-Apex CMM
from Mitutoyo.” Accuracy figures quoted are:
Renishaw TP200 touch-probe,
(1.4+2.5L/1000) micron; Renshaw SP25
scanning probe, (0.9+2.5L/1000) micron.
Factors in the decision included the fact
that the CMM is easy to operate and that
Mitutoyo UK has “an excellent reputation for
the customer service that they provide”.
Following installation and operator training,
staff quickly mastered the CMM’s controls
and software, McIntyre reports.
He continues: “Given our projected
increase in the production of our Digital
Displacement technology and the large
volumes of parts that will need accurate
inspection, not only will our new Mitutoyo
CMM help take care of our current R&D and
goods inward inspection needs, the CNC
CMM’s impressive operating speed should
ensure that it will remain ‘future-proof’ and
able to handle the increased output from our
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Shopfloor inspection
at Leeds Bronze
Engineering
employs
Aberlink’s
Xtreme 350

new production unit.”
Mitutoyo’s Strato-Apex series uses an
anti-vibration system to reduce the impact of
nearby sources of vibration, which is helpful
when located close to sources of that, such
a production floor, but Yorkshire-based
Leeds Bronze Engineering has opted to
place an Aberlink Xtreme 350 on its
shopfloor. A specialist producer of bronze
bearings and bushes, Leeds Bronze
Engineering’s 2,800 m2 facility houses 15
CNC lathes, six CNC machining centres and

a wide range of conventional turning, milling
and grinding machines.
The business serves a long list of
customers working in oil and gas, marine,
defence and power generation industries.
A significant increase in production volumes
prompted the decision to invest in a CNC
CMM that would provide an accurate and
efficient means of inspection on the
company’s shopfloor. After considering
several alternatives machines, the 300 by
300 by 200 mm (X, Y, Z) Xtreme 350 was
purchased from UK manufacturer Aberlink
(https://is.gd/apilex).
Leeds Bronze Engineering chief inspector
Tony Friend explains the background: “As a
company, we set and regularly review our
quality objectives to meet our evolving
business goals. For example, to ensure that
our inspection tasks were able to keep pace
with increased production levels, we recently
looked at a couple of alternative shopfloor
CMMs, on reflection we believed that
Aberlink’s Xtreme CNC CMM was the most
suitable for our needs. In addition to its
robust construction and ease of use, the
Xtreme delivers impressive levels of
accuracy and operational speed.
“Now installed centrally on our shopfloor,
our quality personnel have written and
stored a range of inspection programs on
the Xtreme’s computer. Now, when
measuring first-offs or performing other
inspection tasks our machine operators
simply place the part under inspection on
the Xtreme’s component support, quickly

recall the relevant program and then start an
automatic CNC inspection routine. In
addition to providing our shopfloor personnel
with instant feedback and reducing our
already low scrap levels, the use of our new
extremely fast and accurate Xtreme CMM
has taken much of the strain off our busy
inspection department’s CMMs.”

NOVEL CONSTRUCTION
The Xtreme has a novel, non-Cartesian
structure and makes use of linear motors
and mechanical bearings, with this
arrangement guaranteeing that the CMM
maintains its accuracy performance at fast
measuring speeds and ensures that it does
not suffer from the accumulative
inaccuracies that occur in conventional
3-axis Cartesian arrangements. Volumetric
accuracy is given as 3 micron + L/250 mm.
Requiring no compressed air and using
Aberlink’s 3D software, Aberlink claims the
shortest learning curve of any equivalent
system, saying that an inexperienced
operator is normally able to become
competent in just a single day. A bi-product
of any Aberlink 3D inspection routine is that
a simultaneous picture of the measured
component is created on the CMM’s
computer screen. Dimensions between the
measured features, mirroring those that
appear on the component drawing, can be
simply picked off as required. This ‘smart’
software represents an intelligent measuring
system that is able to automatically
recognise and define the various features

The first purely optical co-ordinate measuring machine
That’s the claim being made by Alicona (https://is.gd/ugivem) for
its μCMM. Based on the technology of Focus-Variation, the
optical coordinate measuring system µCMM combines
advantages of tactile coordinate measuring technology and
contactless surface measurement. µCMM is the first optical
coordinate measuring system that enables the measurement of
dimension, position, shape and roughness to the highest
accuracy using just one sensor. µCMM offers high accuracy,
E=(0.8+L/600) µm, over the entire measuring volume 310 by
310 by 310 mm, including high measuring point density, which,
in addition to dimensional metrology, supports roughness
measurement according to ISO 4287/88 (Ra, Rq, Rz...) and ISO
25178 (Sa, Sq, Sz...). No other available tactile or multi sensor
coordinate measuring system can measure both shape and
roughness of components with just one sensor, Alicona asserts.
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A high measuring point density, even over longer distances,
enables the measurement of the smallest component tolerances
and the precise determination of the position of these individual
measurements in relation to each other. So, only those surface
details that are relevant need to be measured, speeding overall
measurement times.
Using SmartFlash illumination technology, the µCMM is
suitable for matt to smooth, highly polished components. Surface
defects can also be measured on smooth surfaces, i.e. glass,
below 0.01 micron. Automatic objective lens changing also
features.
An automatic rotation and tilt unit ‘Advanced Real3D Rotation
Unit’ extends the 3-axis system with a fourth and fifth axis. Threejaw chuck, 3R or Erowa clamping systems can be employed.
Read more here: https://is.gd/vejehe.
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Winbro is employing OGP equipment
being measured.
At Winbro Group, a maker of production
equipment for aerospace firms, three
SmartScope systems from OGP (https://
is.gd/ziqupo) are supporting its needs –
a CNC 300 with 300 by 300 by 250 mm
envelope, and two Vantage 450s that have
450 by 450 by 250 mm travels (X, Y, Z).
Volumetric accuracy of the 300 is E3=(3.0 +
5L/1000) micron and for the larger
machines is E3=(2.5 + 5L/1000) micron.
Winbro Group, a world leader in the
design and production of machines and
technologies based on non-conventional
processes, specialises in the production of
the miniature cooling holes and forms in
components used in the most demanding

part of aero and industrial gas turbines.
Holes produced by Winbro’s machines are
critical in allowing internal airflow to prevent
overheating during engine operation and,
because effective cooling improves
component efficiency, this leads to reduced
fuel consumption and nitrogen oxide
emissions on today’s generation of
lightweight, low-noise jet engines. The firm
says that using SmartScope technology has
been a ‘game-changer’ for delivering rightfirst-time parts in a highly regulated industry.
Winbro chief technology officer Andy
Lawson says the solutions are key to being
able to guarantee quality for customers:
“As Winbro’s advanced machining division
has gained more and more parts, in both
aerospace and industrial gas turbines, we’ve
gone back to OGP UK for turnkey solutions.
We’ve bought additional programming and
help for parts that we weren’t necessarily
familiar with, and OGP has been very
responsive in that area.
“Ultimately, it’s about the speed of
inspection versus production. We’re able to
take parts straight off the machine and then,
while the second part is being machined or
drilled, the first part will go into the
inspection lab and in less than 10 minutes
feedback is given straight to the operator to
be able to control the process.
“We already get an inspection report in
real time, such that we are no more than

Latest industry & product news in brief
■ Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division has opened an
online shop. https://is.gd/uzuxim
■ Blum Novotest has invested in upgrading the demonstration
room at its UK headquarters in Burton-upon-Trent.
https://is.gd/vuhewo
■ All bespoke jigs and fixtures for OGP UK will be supplied by
Verus Metrology Partners, alongside an agreement for OGP UK to
supply V-FIX – the modular metrology fixture product from Verus –
for non-bespoke fixture solutions. https://is.gd/ofutez
■ The University of Strathclyde’s Advanced Forming Research
Centre (AFRC) has agreed a tier-one partnership with metrology
specialist Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence. https://is.gd/idiyul
■ Creaform has unveiled a completely re-engineered and refined
update to the HandyScan 3D – the HandyScan Black – a thirdgeneration version of Creaform’s patented metrology-grade
scanner. https://is.gd/icibon
■ Precision sensor manufacturer Micro-Epsilon UK’s
surfaceCONTROL 3D non-contact surface inspection system is for
defect detection and inspection of aesthetic appearance in non-
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one part away from an issue.”
OGP’s multi-sensor SmartScopes house
optical, laser and tactile sensors,
automatically selecting the right tools for any
given task in one routine and eliminating the
need for multiple traditional measuring
systems. And the intuitive ZONE3 metrology
software utilised by the Vantage range offers
full 3D CAD-based programming to
automatically and effortlessly generate
measurement routines.

TURNKEY INSTALLATION
Adds Lawson: “OGP offered a full turnkey
system, so we were able to give them one or
two of the components we had just won with
our customers and work with OGP for them
to develop the software and programs, such
that those programs were fully verified with
the equipment.
“During the development of the new
parts, you often have hiccups. What we
found was that OGP was very responsive –
we were able to work together to get through
technical problems and solutions, and I
think that for me was a game-changer.
“It’s more than just buying the hardware
and equipment – it’s really how you utilise
and get the most out of it.
“Our experience with OGP over the last
eight years has been very positive. We feel
as though the relationship is ongoing, as a
partnership should be.” ■

Micro-Epsilon’s
surfaceCONTROL
3D

reflecting (matt,
unpainted, plastic and
bare metal) surfaces.
https://is.gd/yodeni
■ Foundrax, a specialist
in Brinell hardness
testing, launched its next
generation Robus
machine last month at Control. https://is.gd/ilimon
■ Norelem’s latest concentricity gauges are suitable for use in
workshops, metrology rooms and quality departments.
https://is.gd/uxecex
■ Built in the UK by LK Metrology, the latest Altera range of
CMMs has been coupled with Renishaw’s REVO-2 scanning
system and multi-sensor technology to offer manufacturers a
5-axis solution. https://is.gd/gasado
■ Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence has unveiled the first ever
direct scanning laser tracker, the Leica Absolute Tracker ATS600.
https://is.gd/zobafo
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Mechanical bracket for a satellite to be used in the
space sector produced on a Renishaw AM250

Explore the potential of additive manufacturing
Renishaw’s additive manufacturing systems use powder bed fusion technology to produce fully dense complex metal parts
direct from 3D CAD.
Also known as 3D printing, this technology is not constrained by traditional manufacturing design rules. Create complex
geometries such as conformal cooling channels for tooling inserts, reduce component weight by only placing material where
it is needed, and consolidate multiple parts in one assembly. Additive manufacturing is also complementary to conventional
machining technologies, and directly contributes to reduced lead times, tooling costs and material waste.
• No requirement for tooling.
• Increased design freedom - complex geometries and hidden features.
• Rapid design iterations right up to manufacture.

For more information visit www.renishaw.com/additive

Renishaw plc Brooms Road, Stone Business Park, Stone, Staffordshire, ST15 0SH, United Kingdom
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Placing grinders
on a pedestal

Loadpoint Bearings
returned to Studer when
it required another
cylindrical grinder

Spindle manufacturer opts for Studer; tooling shop prefers Walter Ewag; metal finisher chooses Ellesco;
Guyson blast cabinet suits additive manufacturing expert’s needs. Steed Webzell has the details

W

imborne-based Loadpoint Bearings,
a UK manufacturer of air bearing
spindles, has invested in a Studer
favoritCNC universal cylindrical grinder to help
increase its output, following the company’s
move to a new, three-times larger facility.
Says operations director Richard Broom:
“Our air bearing spindles are used for a range
of exacting applications, such as in precision
rotary tables for metrology-based
applications. To make sure that the spindles
are manufactured to the highest quality
standards we use a range of machine tools,
including an 18-year-old Studer S36 grinder.
“Despite having enjoyed a first-class
experience with Studer and the company’s
regional agent, Advanced Grinding Supplies
(https://is.gd/umapeq), when an additional
high quality grinder was needed, mindful of
possible technical advancements made by
other manufacturers, we did look at a couple
of other brands,” he adds. “However, having
had an impressive demonstration of a Studer
favoritCNC, we were convinced that this was
the ideal machine for our grinding needs and
were happy to continue our loyalty to the brand.”
Studer’s favoritCNC universal cylindrical
grinder can be offered with a distance between
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centres of 400, 650, 1,000 or 1,600 mm,
and with a centre height of 175 mm.
“The help of Peter Harding, the owner of
Advanced Grinding Supplies, was invaluable
when specifying the Studer and ensuring that
it corresponded with our specific requirements.
Now in constant use, our FavoritCNC is
producing impressive volumes of premium
quality, highly precise components.”
Investment levels are also holding up in
the tool grinding segment. For instance, in
response to the need for increased output by
customers in the energy and aerospace
industries, Larkhall-based Gilmour Tools –
one of the largest independently owned
cutting tool manufacturers in Europe – has
expanded its range of Ewag insert grinders
with the addition of a Compact Line insert
grinding machine. Supplied by Walter Ewag
UK (https://is.gd/ulexew), the machine
complements five other Ewag insert grinders
(Ewamatic models) and has been installed
primarily to produce threading-type inserts for
the oil and gas sector.
According to managing
director Gary Gilmour, the
5.5 kW/7,000 rpm
machine is well suited to
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such work, offering fast and accurate insert
machining. The production capacity of the
Compact Line is not only enabling the
company to meet increased order demands,
but the machine also represents the latest
upgrade to insert manufacturing at the
10,000 ft2 factory.
With its ‘three-in-one’ dressing unit
offering wheel dressing, regeneration and
‘crushing’, grinding wheel concentricity and
high process reproducibility are assured.
Maximum travels in the X, Y and Z linear axes
are 450, 180 and 150 mm, respectively.
Gilmour Tools specialises in the
production of carbide inserts for all oil
threads – in many complex shapes in a
variety of materials – as well as the
production of toolholders and blades.
Capable of machining carbide, cermet,
ceramic and PCB/PCD inserts, the 6-axis
Compact Line provides resolutions of 0.0001
mm (linear) and 0.0001° (rotary). Depending
on the clamping system, the machine can
accommodate minimum inscribed circle
diameters of 4 mm (pin clamping)
and 3 mm (indexable insert
clamping), and offers short set-up
Ewag suits Gilmour Tools
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times, says Walter Ewag.
So what of surface finishing technology?
Well, a recent installation of note can be
seen at Enfield-based Rimex, a specialist in
the production of metal sheet finishes,
particularly polished, embossed and coloured
stainless steel sheet products.
The latest addition to the company’s
machinery portfolio is a bespoke Timesavers
72 Series 1600-HL ‘hairline’ finishing system
from Ellesco (https://is.gd/tixoka).
“While many of our European customers
prefer a satin finish on sheet for internal
architectural features, ‘hairline’ is extremely
popular in the Asian market,” says Nick
Barnes, sales director at Rimex. “We have
been able to supply hairline product in the
past, but it wasn’t straightforward and we had
to modify/reset existing machines, which
added time and cost. Our investment in a
bespoke machine from Ellesco and
Timesavers to achieve that finish has
streamlined the whole process.”
To deliver a hairline finish on the 72
Series 1600-HL (maximum working width of
1,600 mm), the abrasive belt moves at a
slow speed, around 0.6-2 mm/min, while the
material passes beneath. The effect is to
create a continuous ‘scratch effect’ from one
end of the sheet to the other, a finish that is
seen as more aesthetically pleasing for
internal architectural features such as
elevator doors and internal walls.
Richard Watson, production director at

Guyson technology in use at
Siemens’ Material Solutions’
additive manufacturing site
Rimex, says: “We are now focusing on
creating a standard hairline finish, using a grit
size that gives a softer look to the surface
that meets all the standards for external
cladding, where the roughness tolerance has
to be less than 0.5 Ra.”
At Material Solutions, a Siemens
business, Guyson International (https://is.gd/
yapahe) has installed four Guyson Euroblast 8
pressure feed blast finishing systems,
complete with side loading turntables, into a
brand new additive manufacturing (AM)
factory. These remove semi-sintered particles
from components and deliver an even
cosmetic finish. These larger blast finishing
systems (1,050 by 1,050 by 880 mm [W, D,
H]) augment an existing batch of smaller
model 2 and model 4 Guyson Euroblast blast
cabinets, and continue the customer’s longterm association with Guyson.
“Materials Solutions has been using
Guyson blasters since our origin and when it
came to upgrade and update it made perfect
sense to us to go back to Guyson”, says
general manager Phil Hatherley. “We have
increased size capability plus capacity and,
working with our team, Guyson has provided
us with a quality solution for blasting the

larger components that our customers are
now looking for us to supply.”
The installed blast systems have been
designed so that each system practically
mirrors itself, with operators working back to
back in a compact and organised space, with
all the dust collectors and cyclone
reclamators on a common side of the
installation. Each cabinet is fitted with a sideloading turntable, allowing heavy/bulky
components to be loaded outside the blast
cabinet via forklift or crane if necessary. The
turntable (with a max 300 kg evenly
distributed load) is manually moved into the
blast cabinet on rails and metal bogey
wheels. Once the turntable is within the blast
chamber, an external scissor lift, on the sideloading frame, allows the load table rails to
be lowered, allowing the cabinet side door to
be closed, creating a tight seal, to prevent
dust and blast media escaping into the
workshop environment during post process
blasting. Electrically-operated door switches
prevent accidental blasting when the door is
open and a timed interlock prevents operator
access, for a pre-determined time, after
blasting ceases to allow dust to be evacuated
to the dust collection unit. ■

Latest grinding & surface finishing products in brief
■ Master Abrasives is introducing the Microdiamant range of
metallography products. This follows the December 2018
announcement of Master Abrasives becoming the UK and Ireland
representative for the Microdiamant series of diamond products
and solutions used in fine grinding, lapping and polishing
applications. https://is.gd/fonoti
■ Kadia has introduced a standard brush-based machine for the
deburring of complex engine components such as crankshafts
and camshafts. EC Brush, which is available via UK agent
European Precision Machines, has five programmable axes, each
with a rotary drive providing right/left rotation for the brush and
the workpiece. The component is clamped against a point in a
three-jaw chuck, with the brush rotating at about 500 rpm and
the part at 30 rpm. Different crankshaft/camshaft lengths can be
clamped, so that any variant for three- to six-cylinder engines (for
passenger cars or small commercial vehicles) can be deburred in
any desired succession. https://is.gd/elonek
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■ ANCA’s iView enables single set-up cutting tool manufacture
through the semi-automatic measurement and compensation of
profile tools, end-mills and drills. A camera bracket increases the
measuring capabilities of iView to inspect a tool’s end face, and
measure land widths, lip distances and chisel angles, without
need of camera commissioning or qualification. Accurate to
0.002 mm, iView allows the accurate comparison and
measurement of the cutting tool against the profile. One iView
camera can be used across multiple machines in ANCA’s MX, TX
and GX/FastGrind ranges. https://is.gd/tunuya
■ A manufacturer of air conditioning systems has placed an
order worth over £1.3 million for a helical rotor and thread
grinding machine from Holroyd Precision (https://is.gd/ocerim).
The Holroyd TG 350E-XL will be shipped to China later this year,
where it will be used by the air conditioning technologies
specialist to produce air ends, helical rotors and screw
compressors for use in industrial cooling systems.
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turnkey excellence
provides risk-free
investment
Unsure whether sliding head technology
is suitable for your components?
Star GB is home to a leading applications
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ensuring their machines hit the ground running
with components set, proven and ready to run.

Learn more at www.stargb.com/turnkey
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The Widia VSM890-12
range is highly versatile

Making
the grade
Steed Webzell rounds up the notable tooling innovations receiving a market
release in the past couple of months, including milling, turning & associated developments

M

illing is a diverse area of machining
with many different requirements,
largely dependent upon the
application. For this reason, many of the
latest milling tool developments have very
different offers, in terms of their capabilities.
Widia, for instance, has opted for
versatility with its VSM890-12 cutter, which is
able to conduct operations that include face
milling, shoulder milling, Z-axis and contour
plunging, as well as 100% radial engagement
slotting. This operational diversity is credit to
the availability of a course, medium or finepitch insert density that corresponds with a
newly-developed pocket seat design that
enhances stability and rigidity during roughing
applications.
Available in the UK from Industrial Tooling
Corporation (https://is.gd/ivehef), arguably
the most impressive feature of the WSM890
tool is its true 90° cutting capability for wall
and step milling. With an integrated wiper
facet and positive rake design on the inserts,
the VSM890 cutter generates high quality
surface finishes and offers an efficient and
smooth cutting action for low-power
machines. Furthermore, with eight-edged
inserts, it offers cost-effective milling.
The VSM890 series is available in a 32
mm diameter Weldon end-mill configuration,
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while shell-mill tool bodies come in diameters
from 40 to 250 mm, with a cartridge face-mill
providing 315 mm diameter (Further product
details: https://is.gd/hucayu).
Focusing on metal removal rates, the
Double Quattromill 22, the latest range of
face-mills from Seco Tools (https://is.gd/
kitono), is designed to help component
manufacturers increase productivity levels.
The series, which is designed for both
roughing and semi-finishing operations,
features double-sided inserts with eight
cutting edges that enable higher depths of
cut to be taken.
Seco’s Double Quattromill 22 comes in
45° and 68° lead-angle versions for depths of
cut up to 9 and 11 mm respectively. The tool
diameter range extends from 200 to 315 mm
diameter, while cutter bodies are available
with fixed-pocket and/or cassette type
options, in standard or close-pitch versions.
The cutters also feature Seco’s latest surface
texture technology on their cutter body flutes
to improve durability and facilitate more
effective chip control and evacuation (Further
product details https://is.gd/soyusu).
Another recent release is the ArCut X tool
concept from Fraisa (CIS: https://is.gd/
aquhox), which is designed to overcome
challenges such as small step-overs, long
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machining contact times and challenging
surface finish tolerances. Available in the UK
via Carillon Industrial Services, ArCut X is a
conical end-mill with a surface area offering a
radius of curvature of up to 1,000 mm.
Thanks to this design it is possible to realise
larger step-over distances without any
significant impact on the theoretical scallop
height. The result is said to be precise
surfaces with brilliant surface characteristics
that can minimise the amount of time spent
polishing. As the tip of the ArCut X milling
cutter has a spherical form, it also offers all
of the plus points offered by a robust
ballnose end-mill (Further product details:
https://is.gd/alipaq).
Finish is very much the focus of the Mill
4-12KT tangential shoulder mill from
Kennametal (https://is.gd/hidopo), which is
designed to produce high quality surfaces in
nearly all steel and cast-iron applications.
The cutter uses 15% lower cutting forces,
an important consideration with today’s
lighter duty, 40-taper machine tools, which
allows customers to feed faster without
putting additional stress on the spindle. And
in long-overhang situations, or where the part
fixture is less than optimal, lower forces
equate to less chatter, reduced edge chipping
and smoother surface finishes.
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Sandvik Coromant’s MachiningInsights
monitors the utilisation of machine tools
Tangentially-mounted inserts with four
cutting edges per insert deliver reduced
tooling costs. In addition, medium and coarse
pitch cutter bodies are available from 50 to
200 mm in diameter, with through-coolant
capability. Offering an axial depth of cut range
from 0.5 to 12 mm, the tool covers most
shoulder milling applications (Further product
details: https://is.gd/yujeco).
Moving to the latest turning developments,
Tungaloy (https://is.gd/itivec) has launched
its TurnTen-Feed turning series of tool inserts
that is designed to maximise machining
performance and efficiency when undertaking
medium to heavy turning operations. The
inserts target components manufactured for
the aerospace and power generation sectors,
where high material removal rates and
extended machining hours are required.
TurnTen-Feed inserts feature 10 cutting
edges in double-sided format. Each insert is
mounted in a secure dovetail clamping
toolholder design that ensures high insert
reliability and stability during demanding
operations. The dedicated -MNW style
chipbreaker is designed to ensure smooth
chip flow, while the wiper geometry built into

the cutting edge allows high feed machining
at a rate of up to 2 mm/rev (Further product
details: https://is.gd/tepewe).
Elsewhere, TaeguTec (https://is.gd/
nudoto) is easing the turning of heat-resistant
super-alloys with the introduction of two insert
grade designations in its T-Turn turning range.
With a glossy yellow sheen, the PVDcoated TT3010 grade is suited to
low-depths-of-cut finishing applications, and is
characterised by its high abrasion resistance
and bonding strength that are the result of an
ultra-fine substrate. The combination of this
abrasion-resistant, high bonding strength
substrate and a special coated layer enables
chipping resistance to prevent built-up-edge.
TaeguTec’s PVD-coated TT3020 grade is
most frequently recommended for the
machining of scaled surfaces and light
external applications in the low-to-medium
speed range. This insert uses an ultra-fine
substrate that generates high abrasion
resistance and toughness during machining
(Further product details: https://is.gd/
owejug).
Switching to associated developments,
the range of ProLog tool vending system from

Dormer Pramet (https://is.gd/nasihu) has
been extended through the addition of three
machines – SaveRing, SaveBin and SaveRent
– giving even greater choice.
SaveRing is a versatile vending machine
that stores and distributes up to 540 unique
items, and offers four key functions to
distribute, rent, return (for re-grinding) or
reserve products for up to 30 days. SaveRent
is a locker-type tool renting and monitoring
system that allows the storing, distribution
and return of valuable, frequently used tools
and items. Each transaction is saved and
recorded when users access an item.
With SaveBin, employees return used or
contaminated items, with the unit taking a
photo of the product and logging the
transaction to the employee. The system
automatically produces an alert if waste
levels reach a pre-defined number (Further
product details: https://is.gd/hupoxu).
Among the latest innovations from Sandvik
Coromant (https://is.gd/uyodup) is CoroPlus
MachiningInsights, a digital tool for
monitoring the utilisation of machine tools.
The system gathers data, brings attention to
issues and provides the information required
to take action. MachiningInsights represents
an easy route for manufacturers looking to
reduce waste in production and make a
smooth transition to a digital way of working.
Transparency is assured as visualisation is
carried out online, which also means that
data is accessible via a web browser (Further
product details: https://is.gd/saziya). ■

Latest tooling news in brief
■ Walter AG has celebrated the centenary of its foundation with
guests from the worlds of business and politics. Celebrations
focused on the company’s innovation, creativity and future
potential, with Professor Peter Post, member of the German
Council of Science and Humanities, and head of applied research
at Festo AG, speaking about what digitalisation and innovation
means for industry. This was followed by the opening of Walter’s
new museum, which was performed by company president
Richard Harris, and Franco Mambretti, grandson of Walter AG’s
founder. More: https://is.gd/arinax
■ Quickgrind will open its ‘Technical Centre of Infinite
Possibilities’ at its Tewkesbury headquarters this summer.
Located within the company’s cutting tool manufacturing plant,
the facility will incorporate a shopfloor demonstration area,
a seminar theatre that can accommodate over 30 people, and
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individual meeting rooms and workstations for CAM strategies
and programming. The centre will allow end users to bring along
their challenging components and part programs for company
experts to propose solutions. With bespoke tooling solutions
manufactured on site, Quickgrind will not only propose optimised
solutions, but develop suitable cutting tools to perform the
machining. More: https://is.gd/agifej
■ Guhring has published its latest catalogue that details the
arrival of the company’s latest Pionex threading line. The newlydeveloped generation of flute-less and cut machine taps has
been developed to reduce axial forces and torque by up to 30%,
while improving surface finishes and tool life. Pionex series
threading tools include 45° helix geometry with a reduced rake
angle, back tapering and improved relief. An h6 shank allows use
in all types of clamping chucks. More: https://is.gd/axezad
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ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING DIRECT ENERGY DEPOSITION DEBATED

Main image: Mazak’s
j-600/5XAM wire-arc
AM machine
Below: Autodesk’s Kelvin
Hamilton, senior technical
consultant, collaborative
research & development projects

Drive for DED
A

imed at large parts, DED takes in a
number of processes, but wire-arc
additive manufacturing (WAAM) is,
explains Hamilton, the most familiar, since it
is based on arc-welding, and, in terms of
cost, the most accessible. Companies
supplying that technology include Mazak
(https://is.gd/otocah) and Gefertec (MT
Squared – https://is.gd/sezuke), which uses
Fronius (https://is.gd/veliye) hardware. Robot
specialist Kuka (https://is.gd/kokize) is
involved in a UK research project ending this
year that will see the company produce a
commercial robotic WAAM unit – ROBOWAAM
(https://is.gd/dewoja). This builds on work
already undertaken at Cranfield University
over several years, with the organisation
integrating that organisation’s extensive
WAAM process knowledge into feature-based
path planning software to support end-users
in component manufacture. Autodesk itself
has supported Holland-based RAMLab
(https://is.gd/vadewu) in its efforts to
produce ships’ propellers using the process –
Autodesk has a robot-based WAAM cell at its
Birmingham facility, too.
Hamilton says this is the process that the
marine industry is most interested in and
adds that it is the one with most examples.
He puts entry cost of a robot plus power
source at €100,000-200,000, with a secondhand robot making it more affordable still.
Claimed lay-down rates are from 1-4 kg/hour,
but he doubts that higher end: “I am not so
optimistic.” Surface finish is quite rough and
there can be issues of oxidation, although the
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Direct Energy Deposition (DED) processes, available for many
years, are not yet widely available or used. Andrew Allcock spoke
to Autodesk’s Kelvin Hamilton, senior technical consultant,
collaborative research & development projects, about the topic and
what needs to change to see DED become more widely applied
process can employ shield gases, but that
drives up cost.
Another established technology is electron
beam-wire AM, which is the fastest, in terms
of weight of material that can be laid down –
around 5 kg/hour average, says Hamilton.
Sciaky (https://is.gd/icesix) is a key player in
this area, which is again one of quite long
standing, the company having begun
developing its electron beam additive
manufacturing (EBAM) technology back in
1996, but with roots in the 1950s and its
electron beam (EB) welding systems and job
shop services. It claims lay-down rates of
3.18 to 11.34 kg. This is a high cost
technology, the process being undertaken in
a vacuum (so suited to reactive metals), while
it also produces a course structure, since the
welded beads are large, 12 mm – much
larger than WAAM (2-5 mm bead width),
Hamilton adds, meaning significant postprocessing. Parts up to 5.79 by 1.22 by
1.22 m or round parts up to 2.44 m diameter
can be produced with Sciaky’s EBAM
machines – video: https://is.gd/vejesi. This
process is employed for class 1 aerospace
parts. Sciaky continues to advance the
development and application of the process.
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Last year, Cammell Laird won a £1.5
million tender with Innovate UK to develop
electron beam welding technology in the
shipbuilding, offshore and nuclear sectors,
operating as primary contractor to test the
equipment at its Birkenhead site. TWI will
provide research and support in welding
codes and standards. A third partner,
Cambridge Vacuum Engineering, will
manufacture the electron beam machine.
Neither of these processes supports near
net shape production. Another process, laserwire DED, is the more interesting on that
score, Hamilton advises, but adds that laser
sources are expensive, especially higher
power ones – equipment spans 0.5 to 10 kW.
“You might be looking at €500,000 just for
the laser itself.” But it is a cleaner process
versus WAAM, there being less material loss/
spatter, he offers on the positive side. There
are no manufacturers of such machines, as
far as he knows, so any installations are
bespoke, with this process the least
prevalent, Autodesk’s man says.
Laser-powder DED, however, does have
suppliers of standard kit behind it, including
DMG Mori (https://is.gd/equmos), Mazak,
Optomec (www.optomec.com), Formalloy (www.
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formalloy.com) and WFL (Kyal Machine Tools
– https://is.gd/ebeced). Such equipment is
“upwards of £800,000, to £1.5 million”.
“This is the area where there are most OEM
equipment providers and it is also where you
enter hybrid territory – deposition plus
machining. This process has one of the
smallest resolutions, meaning that you can
get close to net shape, but it is also the
slowest – grams/hour up to 1 kg/hour,
although I think 0.5 kg/hour is optimistic.
And since you are working with powder, there
is waste and spatter.
“Also, with the metalcutting machine from
one source and the laser typically from
another, there can be issues of
integration.” It should be said
that Formalloy is claiming
between 6-7 kg/hour for its
technology and feature
resolution (bead width) of
0.25 mm. Both laser-wire and
laser-powder are relevant to
the oil and gas sector, particularly
for cladding.

WIDER APPEAL REQUIRED
As far as mass market appeal goes, Hamilton
says electron beam or laser-wire processes
will remain out of reach on price for most.
“I think that any technology needs to be
€250,000 or less, so that it would then be
attractive to SME companies. We need cost
to fall by a factor of 10. Also, any machine
should not require two or three years of
research before a company can use it. The
technology should be accessible to a nonwelder or non-additive manufacturing
specialist – you shouldn’t need to hold a PhD
– as should be the programming software.
However, at the moment you making a very
risky bet, in the machine and the process.”
And just at the moment, equipment costs are
actually going up, he adds.
Any cost reduction requires volume
demand. Components that drive that demand
do exist, says Autodesk’s expert, and they
don’t need to be in the volumes that are seen
in the powder bend-style AM machines –
dental parts, fuel nozzles for jet engines.
“The volumes are there. If you are making
large parts or adding functionality to your part,
making moulds/dies is expensive and slow;
or if you want to repair, fix or modify
something for function. But the biggest
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BeAM and PFW
Aerospace announced
last November a partnership to
qualify an aerospace component for a
large civil passenger aircraft using Ti6Al4V. This
collaboration focuses on industrialising the DED
process to manufacture series components
market for DED does not exist yet. The people
who will use it are not aware of DED yet.”
On wider application, it is a chicken and
egg situation, once machines fall in cost,
people will start to apply them and try them,
says Hamilton, but you need people to be
buying them for prices to fall. “At the moment,
only the top-end players can afford to play
with this stuff. I am betting on ‘scale after the
fact’, that someone will produce a low-cost
machine that is relevant for the majority of
industries – excluding aerospace, because
you have different economics then. It is not
going to be this year or next, but probably five
years out.” But a major part of that happening
in the next five years is for machines to be
made easy to apply, with a solid base of
process knowledge that users can tap into
with ease.
A company that does offer easier to use
laser-powder DED machines is France-based
BeAM (Kingsbury, https://is.gd/exevoc), with
whom Autodesk has worked for some 10
years. BeAM machines are additive only, not
hybrid, and are fully sealed, so can be used
with reactive materials. “BeAM has spent a
lot of time developing their process for
stability, which means users spend a lot less
time refining the process. And that makes
them a good partner for us, because we do
less research and push more towards
production.” The company is responsible for

nearly all of the machine, eliminating the
integration issues seen with other equipment,
Hamilton underlines.
A project undertaken last year was the
production of an aerospace test part,
a titanium aircraft jet engine nozzle (video:
https://is.gd/oquley), supported by PowerMill
Additive software. The nozzle is complex and
was a test for both machine and software.
It was built in nine hours at the rate of 20 g/
min. “We went from CAD to built part, giving
design freedom that didn’t exist before and
allowing production of a part with greater
functionality, in terms of noise or heat
dispersal, for example.” An internal project to
test to CAD-to-part process chain and
streamline it for customers, the program
output from PowerMill contained all necessary
data to run the machine. “It was more or less
a case of pressing the ‘start’ button,”
Hamilton reports – not all such projects can
be revealed publicly like this BeAM one,
however. PowerMill Additive can drive all DED
processes, incidentally (PowerMill Additive
2019 video: https://is.gd/aligay), as the
company works with most of the OEMs in the
DED market. And on a personal level,
Hamilton says he would like tools to support
DED production to be available within
Autodesk’s Fusion 360, cloud-hosted
software offering, because DED “will become
a viable way of making things in the future”. ■
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The 5-axis machine you’ve always
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GENOS M460V-5AX
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a next-generation vertical machining centre that offers
unrivalled accuracy and productivity at an affordable
price point.
At Okuma, your feedback becomes our mission.
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ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING PLASTIC FUME CONCERNS PROMPT ACTION

Clean air
Fumes given off by 3D printers that employ plastics
have been found to represent a health risk. Not a core
technology in the metalcutting industry, the important
warning and legal requirements should nevertheless
be understood

T

he Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
has issued a report that highlights
that Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF)
and Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) 3D
printers can create harmful emissions,
potentially endangering users.
The use of FFF and FDM 3D printers has
grown rapidly in recent years, however
concerns have consistently been raised
over the safe use of the products and their
impact on surrounding air quality
Concerned about the unregulated nature
of 3D printer use, in 2015 the HSE formed
a working group taking in HSE scientific and
regulatory staff, Kora 3D and the British
Standards Institute to identify the risks and
to develop a series of good practice guides
for the safe use of FFF/FDM-style desktop
3D printers.
Kora 3D worked with the HSE to
investigate the risks, making the
commitment to suspend sales of its own
FFF/FDM-style 3D printers until the
research was complete.

Kora 3D’s managing director,
Steve Burrows
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The HSE has now
released its report
Measuring and Controlling
Emissions from Desktop 3D
Printers (https://is.gd/sehuma),
which found that the 3D
printers emitted many particles of
Kora 3D’s SC-01 safety cabinet fits most standarda size range that could potentially
sized FFF/FDM-style desktop 3D printers. The
enter the airways and lungs. The
company claims the only HSE/HSL-tested product
report also found that “emissions
from FFF 3D printers are likely to be
released into the general environment,
emissions. The SC-01 is, to date, the only
because many desktop printers have no
FFF/FDM-style 3D printer safety cabinet to
form of control or particle capture.”
have been officially tested by the HSE’s
specialist Health and Safety Laboratory
A CASE OF THE VAPOURS
(HSL), highlights Kora 3D.
Worryingly, the HSE’s research also found
Steve Burrows, managing director of
that some of the plastic filament materials
Kora 3D (https://is.gd/ugalof), says: “It’s
used in the 3D printers were found to
clear that FFF/FDM-style 3D printing is a
release vapours known to be hazardous to
growing sector and one that offers fantastic
health when heated. During testing, the
benefits to business. However, our four-year
HSE found that placing the desktop 3D
study alongside the HSE has confirmed the
printer inside an enclosing hood with
importance of having a greater
filtered ventilation reduced particle
understanding of the equipment and the
emission rates by 97%.
need to pay more attention to safety
Businesses using 3D printers without
management. It was a huge commitment
adhering to new guidance could find
and a risky commercial decision to cease
themselves in contravention of Provision
sales of our FFF/FDM-style 3D printers.
and Use of Work Equipment Regulations
However, we strongly believed that although
1998 (PUWER), Control of Substances
FFF/FDM-style 3D printing delivers huge
Hazardous to Health (COSHH) guidelines
benefits, not enough had been done until
and the HSE’s ‘Management of Health and
now to investigate the potential risk to
Safety at Work’ code of practice.
users and bystanders.
In line with the recommendations from
“At the heart of Kora 3D is a real
the HSE, Kora 3D’s team of engineers have passion for problem solving, so our
developed the universal and economical
talented team has worked closely with the
Kora SC-01 safety cabinet, designed to fit
HSE to develop a product which finally
most standard-sized FFF/FDM-style desktop makes FFF/FDM-style 3D printing safe.
3D printers. It uses a specialist filter
As the only company currently with an HSE/
cartridge at the top of the cabinet to draw
HSL-tested product, we believe we are now
clean air from the area in which it is
in a very strong commercial position to
situated and to remove potentially harmful
ambitiously grow our business.” ■
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AUTOMOTIVE FUTURE INDICATORS

Neapco is employing Mapal
tooling on Emag twin-spindle
machines in the production of
some 35,000 CV joints/year

Bumper spending
CV joints made with Mapal tooling; engine manufacturer uses Rigibore boring tools; brake part
machining optimised with hyperMILL; toolmaker benefits from WorkNC. Steed Webzell has the details

A

s an international supplier to the
automotive industry, Neapco is
receiving an increasing number of
enquiries for electric vehicle components.
Among the company’s current electric vehicle
projects is a drive shaft, which is being
produced using cutting tools from Mapal
(https://is.gd/qoboyi).
Located in Düren, Germany, the company
relies on Mapal ballnose milling cutters for
hard machining the outer face of the drive
shaft’s constant velocity (CV) joint.
Production of the latest line of drive shafts
began in early 2018, with annual volumes
now touching 35,000 units.
“We use the cutters to machine the ball
raceways of what is known as the bell or
axle spindle, for which strict tolerances are
specified,” explains Ahmet Simsek, who is in
charge of tool management at the plant.
Machining of the forged axle spindles on
an Emag VSC 250 Twin (https://is.gd/arodok)
is optimised using the tool, which has four
soldered PCBN blades that remove between
0.2 and 0.4 mm of material per pass. The
tool mates with the toolholder via Mapal’s
own HFS (Head Fitting System) connection.
Retaining the tooling theme, Rigibore
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(https://is.gd/onejew) says that an engine
manufacturer has gained total control over
its boring processes, thanks to the
introduction of the company’s automated
boring tool compensation system, Zenith.
The system was selected for its ability to
make compensations automatically from
measurement data to an accuracy of
1 micron on diameter.
Rigibore produced line boring bars with
five semi-finish cartridges set 0.1 mm below
nominal, thus allowing five ActiveEdge finish
cartridges to machine all journals in a single
pass. ActiveEdge line bars were
automatically compensated to nominal from
data provided by offline gauging, which was
transferred to the machine control as part of
the Zenith closed-loop system.

WorkNC supports Dixence in its mould
tool manufacturing work, p54
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Prior to installing the tooling, the process
of ensuring nominal size before the
production run took 45 minutes, on average.
In contrast, Zenith allows automatic,
individual cutting edge compensations to be
made with the tool located anywhere in the
machine, completing the setting process
after an insert change within a matter of
minutes.
The latest CAM software technology is
also having a big impact on the automotive
sector, as evidenced at Alcon Components,
a Tamworth-based specialist in brake
solutions for marques that include Audi,
Bentley, Brabus and Jaguar Land Rover.
When it comes to machining brake
callipers, a solid aluminium billet will go
through a complete range of 5-axis
machining cycles in four individual
operations.
Says production engineering manager
Brian Cutler: “The first operation entails
roughing on a VMC, which is programmed
with hyperMILL from Open Mind [https://
is.gd/gatuno]. We then hold the callipers on
their side and machine all the internal
features on a 5-axis machine. It is flipped
again to finish the top faces and turned once
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more for the final operation – machining the
piston bores.”
Referring particularly to the company’s
investment in hyperMILL, Alcon’s Adam
Saweczko says: “The reason we moved from
another CAM system to hyperMILL was the
stability of the software. Since opting for
hyperMILL, there has been a huge
improvement in performance and calculation
times. It calculates the paths with greater
speed and is far more reliable than our
previous system.”

LEFT AND RIGHT BENEFIT
Alcon manufactures its automotive brakes in
sets of left- and right-hand parts. Commenting
on this requirement, Saweczko states:
“Typically, hyperMILL can save 50% on
programming times as it can be done
instantly. This also saves time where we have
parts that are symmetrical to other
components. We actually save a lot of time
by programming one half of a part and
performing a mirroring routine, so the next
component is produced automatically.
Backing this statement, production
engineering manager Cutler adds:
“In terms of improvements with hyperMILL,
we’ve made some pretty big savings in
programming times. A complex 5-axis calliper
previously took upwards of four weeks to
program with our previous CAM system, but
this is now less than two weeks with
hyperMILL.”
Another company benefiting from CAM
software technology is Dixence, based in
Erbray, France.

Core business at Dixence is mould tools
for plastic, metal and rubber parts. The
finished components are used to
support gearboxes, engines, exhaust
pipes and suspension systems, for
example.
About 75% of production
goes through WorkNC from Hexagon (https://
is.gd/daguku), which milling sector manager
Fabrice Provost says is fundamental to
ensuring that the moulds coming off the
machine tools are of the required precision:
“The software’s 3D functions are particularly
important, as we use 3+2 axis machining,
but can’t program 3D manually. And since
enhancements have been made for 2D
operations such as manual and semiautomatic drilling, we use 2D toolpaths a lot,
as they’re now more flexible.
“Our programmers often use standard
WorkNC toolpaths such as ‘3-axis Finishing’
and ‘Contour Remachining’, which we find
perfect for producing a high quality finish on
curved surfaces where there are no rightangles,” he continues.
Provost says that using WorkNC has
improved productivity and reduced errors on
finished parts: “The workshop functions
round the clock, unsupervised during the
night. With the full range of WorkNC
toolpaths, all our machines will soon be able
to run overnight, increasing productivity even
further over a 24 hour period.”
On the subject of automation, a specialist
in precision machined components has
invested in its first ever robot to help it boost
capacity and achieve ‘lights-out’ automation.

Rigibore ActiveEdge line bars are
automatically compensated to nominal
Dorset-based Brimor Engineering has
installed a Halter LoadAssistant from the
Engineering Technology Group (https://is.gd/
ulufay) as part of plans to capitalise on a
recent 20% increase in sales. It is an
investment decision that is already reaping
dividends, with the automated loading of up
to 100 workpieces helping Brimor to release
staff for deployment on other machines and
in different roles.
Chris Harley, managing director, explains:
“A lot of our precision components and
assemblies head to the automotive industry,
so there is a lot of pressure on making sure
we deliver high quality parts in short lead
times. As a small manufacturer, we have to
be clever in our approach to achieving this,
so we pinpointed the need to automate the
loading process on one of our CNCs, which
would help us continue production through
the night.”
He continues: “This is where ETG guided
us through the different technology options
until we settled on the Halter LoadAssistant,
which includes a FANUC 6-axis robotic arm.
It is our first investment in robotics and has
fitted seamlessly into our Blandford Forum
factory, potentially saving us up to four weeks
of production time every year.” ■

Latest automotive sector news in brief
■ A £50 million state-of-the-art facility for creating cleaner
mobility has opened in Coventry, giving a major boost to the UK
automotive industry. The Centre for Advanced Low-Carbon
Propulsion Systems (C-ALPS), a collaboration between Coventry
University and global engineering specialist FEV Group, is looking
to harness cutting-edge academic and commercial expertise to
support the development of next-generation electric, hybrid and
combustion engines. The capabilities will be available to OEMs,
SMEs in the supply chain and to technology partners.
■ Lotus and Williams Advanced Engineering have commenced a
strategic technical partnership in which the companies will share
R&D into advanced propulsion technologies. Phil Popham, CEO at
Lotus Cars, says: “Our new technology partnership with Williams
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Advanced Engineering is part of a strategy to expand our
knowledge and capability in the rapidly changing automotive
landscape. Applying advanced propulsion powertrains can provide
numerous exciting solutions across multiple vehicle sectors.”
https://is.gd/ogejos
■ In the 2018-19 fiscal year, Germany-headquartered machine
tool maker Heller Group generated a sales volume of €558.3
million, slightly below the previous year’s level. However, at a
figure of nearly €700 million, order intake reached a new high.
Despite a continuing slowdown in automotive project business
throughout the course of the year, order intake in this sector still
accounted for more than 50% of new machine business, the
company reports. https://is.gd/ofajag
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SUBCONTRACTING INVESTMENTS PAY DIVIDENDS

Newcastle Tool & Gauge
chose equipment from
XYZ Machine Tools
to add 5-axis capability

Submersed
in subcontracting
A

xiom Product Development, a
Chichester-based machining, tooling
and plastic injection moulding
business, has taken delivery of two DMU 50
5-axis machining centres from DMG Mori
(https://is.gd/equmos) to further increase
capacity. The DMU 50 machines have
swivelling rotary tables that allow for full
5-axis simultaneous machining to produce
intricate components. Axiom intends to use
the machines, which feature travels of 650 by
520 by 475 mm in X, Y and Z, respectively,
for manufacturing complex jigs, fixtures and
manufacturing aids for customers in the
automotive, defence, aerospace, Formula
One, marine and general manufacturing
sectors.
Commenting on the investment, Alan
Rendle-Eames, managing director, says:
“The purchase of these 5-axis machining
centres will offer high-tech machining
capability with rapid response times for
providing high quality, engineered
components across a broad range of sectors.
Our experienced and skilled design and
machining teams are providing complex
manufacturing solutions to a growing number
of advanced manufacturing partners, and the
addition of these machines will enable us to
expand this service even further.”
Retaining the simultaneous 5-axis
machining theme, another company making
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Steed Webzell rounds up some of the more notable subcontractor
investments in recent months, taking in 5-axis machining centres,
5-axis laser profiling machines, flat-bed lasers & tube benders
the step up is Gateshead-based Newcastle
Tool & Gauge (NTG), which since its formation
in 1979 has adapted to change. Originally a
toolroom manufacturing press tools for local
industry, NTG has evolved into a precision
engineering machine shop. Along the way, the
company has gained a reputation as a
preferred supplier to customers across a
range of sectors, including oil and gas, power
generation, subsea, and thermoforming.
As its customer profile continues to change,
so does its requirements for machine tools,
and during 2018 NTG identified a requirement
for simultaneous 5-axis machining.
“A group of us visited MACH 2018 with the
brief to look at every 5-axis option,” says Mark
Withycombe, operations manager. “We all
came back from that trip of the same opinion
– that the UMC-5X from XYZ Machine Tools
[https://is.gd/kufaha] was the right option.”
The XYZ UMC-5X offers X-, Y- and Z-axis
travels of 600 by 600 by 500 mm. With the
machine now installed, one particular job
that would normally have taken six
operations to complete, is now down to two,
while the cycle time has been halved.
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“The move to 5-axis simultaneous
machining with the XYZ UMC-5X is a first for
us and it has definitely opened up new
opportunities, with the capability of the
machine allowing us to machine parts that
we couldn’t have considered before,”
says Bryan Larvin, works manager.

FIVE-AXIS PROFILING
Investment in 5-axis technology is also high in
the fabrication sector. A case in point can be
seen at Dudley-based laser cutting specialist
GF Laser, which has placed an order for a
TruLaser Cell 5030 5-axis CNC laser-profiling
machine from Trumpf (https://is.gd/uviboq),
the first such model in the UK.
Trumpf’s TruLaser Cell 5030 is ideally
suited to small and medium lot sizes, and for
applications where components are frequently
changed. The machine comes with an energyefficient, low-maintenance TruDisk solid-state
laser, as well as a wealth of functions from
the tried-and-tested TruLaser Cell product
groups. As such, the TruLaser Cell 5030
offers its users machine-hour rates that are
circa 20% lower.
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GF Laser has ordered
a Trumpf TruLaser Cell 5030
Due to be installed in August 2019, the
machine will be set to work on the 5-axis
profiling and trimming of pressings, extrusions
and spinnings – or any component containing
a form – for sectors such as automotive,
yellow goods, construction, architecture and
art. The machine can accommodate
workpieces measuring up to 2,540 by 1,040
by 470 mm in X, Y and Z, respectively.
“With the incredible cutting speeds of
modern laser cutters, growing numbers of
customers are turning to this technology
instead of investing in a press tool, which
creates more work for businesses such as
ours,” says director Simon Tregillus.
Moving to flat-bed lasers, Slough-based
Glenmore Hane Group, a specialist in fine-limit
sheet metal fabrication for a range of
industries, is using its investment in the latest

automated Amada laser cutting technology to
achieve an ever-stronger market position.
Automation is the key word here, as the
company says this factor has created a
significant amount of extra capacity that in
turn is supporting the generation of additional
revenue.
The recently installed LCG-3015AJ fibre
laser from Amada (https://is.gd/otegup) is
now firmly integrated and working hard, cutting
3 by 1.5 m metal sheets with ±0.01 mm
positional repeatability. Axis speeds of 170
m/min (simultaneous) mean that parts do not
suffer from heat distortion.
“For us, the fibre laser advantage is
reduction in the melt effect on coated
surfaces and cut edges,” says general
manager Mark Hall. “The fibre laser beam kerf
is very clean and approximately 10 times
smaller than with CO2 lasers. In addition, realtime measuring sensors detect the slightest
undulation and make material tolerance
adjustments to help ensure zero rejects.
Investing in this machine was one of the best
decisions we’ve ever made.”
A table load weight of 920 kg and a 3 ton
automatic loader/un-loader allows Glenmore
Hane to run large orders on tight deadlines,
around the clock. Aerospace seat fittings,
computer cases, electronic plates, brackets
and ducting are among the current
applications for the Amada LCG-3015AJ.
The tube segment is also witnessing some
notable installations, not least at Southambased JML Engineering, which has recently

invested in an Elect 52 all-electric multi-stack
tube bender from BLM (https://is.gd/amoket)
with 50 mm tube diameter capacity.

SPEED OF SET-UP ADVANTAGE
According to JML, a key advantage of allelectric Elect machines is the speed of set-up
and the guarantee that bends will be
consistent, without any need for adjustment
from the start of a batch to the last tube.
“On our hydraulic machines, on which we
were very well versed, it could take 45
minutes to achieve a first-off, after which there
would be a degree of trial and error before we
got the bend just as we wanted it,” says
company founder Alistair Bailey. “Now, we can
complete the set-up in less than 15 minutes
on the BLM Elect and know that the first tube
will be within specification.”
Elsewhere, Sheffield-based SevenHills
Fabrication has invested £60,000 in an MDH
series electric tube-bending machine from
AMOB (https://is.gd/fufigu).
Managing director of SevenHills, James
Harding-Terry, says: “The installation of a tube
bending machine not only adds significantly to
our function as a one-stop-shop for fabrication
projects, it is an important stage in the
company’s transition to Industry 4.0, which is
essential for future-proofing the business. Our
new MDH is a highly flexible piece of
equipment with a range from 19 to 90 mm
external tube diameter, and allows for bending
complex tube geometries within seconds of
programming.” ■

Subcontracting news in brief
■ Birmingham-based metal stamping company Brandauer has
announced a £1.5 million export boost. The company, which
employs 67 people, has secured orders to supply customers in
the Netherlands, the United States and, for the first time, Israel.
This work has helped the family-owned business increase sales to
£9.2 million and proved a major factor in Brandauer securing a
Queen’s Award for Enterprise 2109 (International Trade) – one of
only 16 companies in the West Midlands to receive the accolade.
https://is.gd/otimaz
■ Around £250,000 of investment looks set to deliver a recordbreaking year for a Black Country foundry. Midland Pressure
Diecasting (MPD), which employs 65 people across two sites in
Willenhall, has purchased a CNC vertical machining centre and a
spark eroder to help with growing demand from clients looking to
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re-shore due to quality issues from overseas suppliers. The
company says that over £1 million of orders are in the pipeline,
and the recent investment will ensure MPS has the capacity to
complete in excess of £5 million in sales by January 2020; its
best-ever year since formation in 2000. https://is.gd/uveyut
■ Redditch-based presswork and electrical contact specialist
Samuel Taylor Ltd (STL) is one of the first 100 companies in the
UK to attain the conversion from BS18001 to ISO45001 for
health and safety. This feat also makes STL one of the first
manufacturers to achieve ISO45001, demonstrating the
company’s ongoing commitment to maintaining a safe working
environment. ISO45001 helps organisations by providing a
framework to improve employee safety, reduce workplace risks
and create better, safer working conditions.
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EDM/ECM WIRED FOR SUCCESS

Derby-based
subcontractor Promach
3D has installed its
second Sodick wire
erosion machine from
Sodi-Tech EDM

EDM: Efficiency
Drives Manufacturing
A

n Excetek CNC wire EDM machine
supplied by exclusive agent Warwick
Machine Tools (https://is.gd/noxuya)
is meeting the demands set by Tru-Tech
Precision Engineering, based in Dundalk,
Ireland, to support the company in its
production of single- and multi-cavity mould
tool work.
Managing director Joe Murphy recalls:
“We’ve used an ONA die-sink machine for
many years and Warwick Machine Tools’
sales and service engineer Paul Barry has
always been on hand to look after it for us.
He was aware that we were having some
issues with an old wire-cut EDM, which was
unreliable and expensive to repair, as well
as being very slow in operation when it was
working. During a visit to our facility, he
mentioned the new Excetek V400G and, on
paper, the cost-to-performance ratio looked
unbeatable.”
Excetek’s V400G is said to offer a major
cost saving against any equivalent size
machine, while the price includes training
and installation. The V400G has travels of
400 mm in the X-axis and 350 mm in the
Y-axis, and is capable of accommodating
workpieces up to 750 by 550 by 215 mm.
Says Murphy: “We were previously
sending around €10,000 of wire work out
every month and, although the quality was
good, we had very little control over lead
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Having invested in the latest EDM technology, a selection of
subcontractors and toolmakers explain the reasons behind their
machine choices. Steed Webzell reports
times. Now that we have the ability to carry
out the work in house, we can control both
the costs and the timescales.”
Elsewhere, Derby-based subcontractor
Promach 3D has installed its second
Sodick wire erosion machine from SodiTech EDM (https://is.gd/muvegi) to boost
capacity and keep up with increasing
customer demand. The Sodick ALC 400G
has been set to work producing fir-tree
profiles on special tooling for a critical
aerospace application.

EXTRA CAPACITY REQUIRED
“We recently introduced an additional
facility in Derby and decided to invest in a
second wire EDM, not just to increase
capacity but to take advantage of the latest
technology,” explains company founder
Matt Fazekas. “Our existing wire EDM is six
years old and technology has moved on.
Although we looked at the whole market,
due to the reliability and functionality of our
AG600L, we returned to Sodi-Tech EDM.
The ALC 400G was the right machine for
our requirements, thanks largely to its
versatility and high specification.”
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Sodick’s ALC 400G offers 400 by 300
by 250 mm in the X-, Y- and Z-axis
respectively, along with 150 by 150 mm in
the U and V axes.
“We won an aerospace contract that in
the first instance involved liaising with the
customer to assist with the design-formanufacture of stainless steel tooling that
helps automate the coating of turbine
blades,” explains Fazekas. “From the
outset it was clear that, due to the
complexity of a key feature, wire EDM was
the only way it could be made effectively
and efficiently.”
An intricate fir-tree profile is the
prominent feature of the tool, which is used
to clamp the turbine blade into position at
its root end, ready for coating.
As a company, Promach 3D has evolved
over the years, from producing one-off jigs
and fixtures, to small batch production and
anything in between. This trend is predicted
to continue, as evidenced by the root
holders. The company is currently working
its way through batches of 150-off, for
three types of root holder, with more
variants set to follow.
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The Excetek machine at Tru-Tech
Precision Engineering
“We designed a fixture to erode 20 root
holders at a time on the Sodick ALC 400G,
typically running lights-out over a 12 hour
cycle time,” says Fazekas. “The AWT
[automatic wire threading] technology of the
Sodick machine is excellent, which means

we can leave it to run, assured of its
reliability.”
Over in Stockach, Germany, Neubeck &
Wiedemann houses over 30 machine tools
and 40 employees, mainly producing
precision components as one-offs or in
series, as well as punching tools for
toolmaking, and the production of jigs and
fixtures.
On a customer’s recommendation to
integrate wire EDM technology in
production, the company purchased a used
Mitsubishi Electric wire cutting machine in
2011. Says Jürgen Läufle, managing
director: “This gave us an excellent
opportunity to launch production in this
area. The support from Mitsubishi Electric
was quick and outstanding. We got off to a
very fast start with the pre-owned machine;
within four-six weeks we were able to
product parts without assistance. However,
after two years we found it could no longer
cope with the workload.”
The volume of orders called for

investment in the company’s first new wire
EDM, an MV2400S from Mitsubishi
Electric. Sometime later there was another
bottleneck, and the second new machine
from the Japanese manufacturer, a
MV2400R Connect, was installed – it has
been in operation at Neubeck &
Wiedemann for the past year. Travels on
the MV2400R Connect are 600 by 400 by
310 mm in X, Y and Z, respectively, and
150 mm in both U and V. Mitsubishi
Electric’s UK agent is HK Technologies
(https://is.gd/aliqum).
The high workload of the wire cutting
machines has been fuelled by Schuler,
a major customer that produces presses,
as well as demand from the firm’s own
punching tool activities, taking in dies,
punches and die plates. ■

Latest EDM/ECM news and products in brief
■ A&M EDM propelled itself to record sales of £6.1 million in
2018, a 32% increase on 2017. The company is attributing the
feat largely to its investment of £750,000 in CNC machinery and
equipment.
Based in Smethwick, West Midlands, A&M EDM provides
precision engineering and EDM capabilities. West Midlands
Mayor, Andy Street (pictured, right), was invited to commission the
new machines, including two spark eroders. https://is.gd/boquku
■ GF Machining Solutions’ AgieCharmilles CUT P
350/550/800/1250 wire EDM machines are said to feature
efficient digital power generators, robust designs and intuitive
HMIs, as well as several automation options for lights-out and
unattended operations. With proprietary Intelligent Power
Generator (IPG) technology, the EDMs deliver surface finishes as
good as 0.10 Ra and boost cutting speeds by up to 20% over
previous models. Several of the company’s ‘Expert’ systems
further optimise the cutting performance of the generators,
especially in challenging applications. The machines can be used
to produce parts up to 800 mm in height, weighing up to
6,000 kg. https://is.gd/amevip
■ Halesowen-based Erodex UK Ltd, a supplier of EDM graphite
and tooling to the aerospace market, has reported record levels of
turnover, with the company set to hit the £20 million mark for the
first time in its history. Overall turnover increased by £2 million to
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£19.3 million during the last financial year,
spurred by strong growth from the company’s Machining/EDM
sundries division, and a 46% rise in turnover within the Tooling
division, Erodex Tooling Solutions. https://is.gd/vavoko
■ FANUC (https://is.gd/ematin) unveiled a new space dedicated
to the Internet of Things (IoT) at its UK headquarters in Ansty
Park, Coventry, as part of a recent ‘Technology Day for Wire EDM’.
The day saw several of FANUC’s Robocut α-CiB wire EDM
machines in live cutting action. What’s more, all production data
was available to view in real-time in the new IoT area via FANUC’s
out-of-the-box MT-Linki machine tool monitoring service, which
allows users to remotely monitor, harvest and analyse live
production data.
■ Vollmer (https://is.gd/kahuqu) has further optimised the
machining processes for PCD tools manufactured using its QXD
250 erosion machine. With the company’s newly-developed
performance package, Vollmer is reducing machining time and
therefore significantly increasing the efficiency of the QXD 250.
This outcome is achieved through the seamless interaction
between generator technology, process parameters, gap
evaluation and drive technology in the QXD 250, which can
accommodate tool diameters up to 320 mm and lengths up to
250 mm. Vollmer can retrofit the package, consisting of software
and a hardware component, on any QXD 250.
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W

e kick off this month by suggesting that suppliers of
industrial goods, specifically machine tools, should more
clearly underline benefits, rather than technical features,
just as is the case with consumer goods. There is no reason not to
be far more explicit about links between technical features and their
benefits, be they price or performance related, we say. In our second
issue, we mull over the government’s changing emphasis on the
funding of technology development in UK. The Department for Trade
and Industry (DTI) will move away from direct funding of UK
technology development and towards a technology transfer role.
244361_V23_MACH_Ceratizit 28/03/2019 11:08 Page 1
Moreover, a shift towards a more collaborative, international
approach to research and development is also seen as the future.
“Inevitably, our research effort is only a small part of the world’s
scientific research,” says a government publication, meaning
“concentration of scarce resources to best effect nationally” and
taking “full advantage of advances in science and technology,
wherever these might arise”. The age of distributed research and
development begins, and there is no going back.
In news this month, Luton-based Deckel-Gildemeister, now
trading as DMG (UK), takes over the Deckel agency from Yamazen
and puts on an Open House to highlight its expanded offerings of
Gildemeister, Max Mueller, Deckel, Maho (although Deckel-Maho is
in receivership, see previous
issues) and Witzik & Frank
Turmatic brand machine
tools. UK machine tool
maker Matrix Grinding
Technologies (now part of the
TransTec Group) is in its first
year of trading, but is
founded on years of Matrix
thread grinding machine
heritage, of course. Great
Railways
grind to a
halt: 4,000
signalling
staff strike

▼

Conservatives’ worst
election results this
century in European
parliament elections

success in China is reported. That is no doubt helping the UK’s
machine tool trade figures; a machine tool trade surplus of £9m for
the previous year is being reported this issue. Other machine tool
industry news takes in: the establishment of a Strippit UK subsidiary
for its punch presses (Strippit is now part of LVD); tooling firms
Kennametal and Hertel establish a combined centre of operations in
Kingswinford, Worcs (Kennametal bought Hertel AG in 1993);
Sparcatron buys Hurco EDM assets; ex-Sykes Machine Tools sales
director Geoff Mullins forms GBM Machine Tools, focusing on
second-hand wire-cut EDM kit.
Engineering Computer Services (ECS) is being lauded as a
progressive IT company that integrates disparate CADCAM systems,
supplies niche software products and so gives access to data,
allowing its viewing and manipulation. Process automation, virtual
reality and office automation, plus computer hardware/software
support services are its targets (ECS no longer trades).
Delcam (today part of Autodesk) is heading up a £1.5m, ECfunded mould and press tool design project. Expert systems to help
designers are the focus. And the result of DTI-supported £0.5m
project ADAMT has produced Factory View software. The icon-driven
interface is what today we would understand to be web-style, so
HTML. It provides links to various software packages, including the
Anthropocentric CIM Technology finite scheduling package. Factory
View aims to help shopfloor staff manage production locally, but
crucially also supports the capture of informal knowledge
(experience), plus supports training and reskilling.
Features this month: fast axial flow CO2 laser technology up
close; turning centres with Y-axis benefits; new roles for EDM in
production; dry machining advantages; a visit to Sandvik Coromant’s
Swedish HQ; company and product news from UK sawing and
cutting-off 600 Group firm Startrite; Metcut exhibition review – 600
Group’s Colchester brand introduces its Tornado CNC lathe for the
first time (replaced today by the Typhoon, see also p23). ■

▼

Mull of Kintyre Chinook crash
kills 20+ intelligence experts

FIFA World
Cup starts:
held in US
for first time

▼

Dennis
Potter,
British
TV writer,
Republic of South Africa dies, 59
rejoins Commonwealth
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